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SUNDAY’S CONCERT

Boston, Mass.

any goods grown outside the United
States. Maine packers park quanti
ties of Canadian blueberries along
with Maine blueberries. To be ob
liged to differentiate on the label be
tween Maine blueberries and Canad
ian blueberries, woidd have been ex
pensive and troublesome. The bill
seemed innocent enough, stating
I merely that: "For the purposes of
I this act nuts, raw or dried fruits and
raw or dried vegetables grown out
side of the United States shall he
deemed tc be misbranded if there
be not plainly and conspicuously
stated on the package nr label the
name of the country where grown.”

| Christmas Club
of the

1 Rockland Savings Rank
rv.

Rockland, Me.

5 WAYS

MONEY

To Have

HAPPINESS

MONEY FOR CHRISTMAS

CONTENTMENT

Select one of the following Clubs
FIVE-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $5.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $250.00, plus interest.

Requires a deposit of $2.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929. you will receive a check for $100.00, plus interest.

Requires a deposit of $1.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $50.00, plus interest.

fiftycent class
Requires a deposit of 50 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $25.00, plus interest.
What a Grand and (forious Feel

CLUB STARTS DECEMBER 10
Join now and make your first payment

ing when you know you can Eorrow Money to meet any emerg
ency, without any embarrassing
investigations.
Two

145-tf
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LOOKING BACKWARD

A LITERARY LECTURE

And How Charles Dickens' And Recalling Some Pleasant Prof. Gray Discusses Shaw
“Carol” Gets Fitted Into
Memories of the Ancient
and Shakespeare Before
Their Busy Life
Days of Youth
Rockland Clubs

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Seldom do residents of Rockland
. ,
. .
.
.
I 'iave read two articles in different enjoy such a treat as was offered by
newspapers lately which appealed
very strongly to me. They were on the members of the Shakespeare, So
entirely different subjects, but both ciety and the Progressive Literary
carried me back to my boyhood days Club to their guests Monday night
in my native State.
when Prof. Gray of Bowdoin College
One was a poem in The Courier-Ga
zette of Dec. 15, “The Teacher’s Point lectured on “Bernard Shaw and
of View.” “Life is not a bed of roses Shakespeare.” The I’niversalist ves
to the teacher teaching school.”
try, well filled in spite of the storm,
Forty-eight years ago J was teach was prettily decorated with evergreen
ing school—and there is nothing
in keeping with the season.
patriarchal about me even now. for
The musical numbers offered by
I was only 15 at the time. I suppose
it was a compliment to me to be se Mrs. Joyce Littlehale Jones, with her
lected by the supervisor to teach, but mother, Mrs. Littlehale at the piano,
(to amend the court crier’s call) God were especially appropriate and
save the pupils in that school! The greatly enjoyed. She chose perhaps
school was in the Wild Cat district the three most popular Shakespearian
of St. George, the schoolhouse a two lyrics, “Hark, Hark, The Lark!’ "Who
by twice, the pupils about a baker’s Is Sylvia” and “There Was A Lover
I and His Lass,” prefacing each with
dozen.
At the Harbor my borne was across a brief description of its place ami
the street from the old red Rchool- significance in the play from which
Automatic Irons—New WestingHedge Roses ............................... Schubert
house,
so I bad to tramp two miles to it was taken.
Mrs. Wentworth
| quaintance with other books besides
house nr del that turns itself on and
Prof. Gray was introduced by Mrs.
•............ Schubert
that Wild Cat school, live days a week,
off. Price $7.75; others $4.95 and up. Farewell ....................................
account
books,
and
in
particular
the
for trum|iet and baritone
for four months. When {here was a W. S. Rounds, president of the Shake
Central Maine Power Company.
Mr. Montgomery, Mr. Robinson
hooks of Dickens.
northeast snow storm blowing into speare Society, in a very charming
146-153 I oh ii I shed Symphony—First Movement .......
.............................................................. Schubert
Haskell's Cove, and you had to fact and gracious manner. Prof. Gray's
Intermission
We wish every Nation Wide Store a it, take it from me that it was live keen ami sprightly mind and easy,
Bowl at Carr's Alleys to qualify Selections from “The Mikado” ............ Sullivan
conversational manner made it a de
for "Low Score" bowling, something E in Albumblatt (Album Leaf) ........... Wagner Merry, Merry Christmas and the Hap miles instead of two. If I had to do light to listen. He refrained entire
Readings—selected
piest and most Prosperous New Year that four miles daily now I would be
new, for your Christmas Turkey.
Mrs. Wentworth
ly from the platitudinous pabulum
Rachmaninoff ever. The writer of these bulletins a great deal better off physically.
151-153 Prelude In C-sharp minor
1 know some of the boys of that which sometimes passes for a literary
Sacred selections—“Sing O Sing. Tills Blessed takes pleasure in extending the sea
arr. Geo. Barnard son’s greetings to his many leaders school are living—Elmer. Sewall, lecture, but was stimulating, chal
Morn” ............................
The program is one of the most am He has enjoyed writing these weekly Charlie and Les. 1 could “rassel” lenging and entertaining besides.
bitious the band has undertaken, and pages and hopes you have received any of them and put Yin to the mat. There was no vociferous applause but
Check before it start*.
the devoted work the boys have given s^itne benefit from reading them. We My wind was good in those days, but occasional irrepressible chuckles of
Rub on—inhale vapors
to rehearsals means that it will he one will have many bulletins this coming now my pen is mightier than my mirth.
• • ♦ *
of the Band’s best in public concerts. year and whereas it is not always pos wind.
*
It is. of course, impossible to givo
It is hoped the event will have a ca- sible to he discreet and tactful, the
It was good training for me, for hail
1 pacity house, with an ample return to writer sincerely hopes that he will I wanted to quit Dad wouldn't have lei any ndequate report of a lecture of
OwrW
J cover new expenses, among which is not ever put his readers out of humor me—so I had to stick to the job. 1 tins type. Tlu- central theme was
! the purchase of several of the classics with themselves, with each other, rather think the emolument was Bernard Sliaw’s challenge to the
i for the band library, and additional with the grocery business or with worth the teacher's stipened namely, "hardolaters” who still accept Ben
equipment which includes a tenor himself.
$18 per month and hoard at home. Johnson's estimate of Bhakespenre,
saxophone and a baritone saxophone,
The Christmas Season is certainly That wouldn’t buy cigs for a youth "He was not of an age but for all
these two instruments costing in the I one that brings the grocer into his today.
Yes, we smoked a “five time." Shaw, It seems, believes
neighborhood of $200.
own. His is the one business that is center” once in awhile even in those Shakspeare to have been the greatest
exponent of the life and thought of
SATURDAY, AT 10.00 A. M.
As before, there is no set price for , essentially part and parcel of Christ- days.
the tickets, which are procurable from j rnas. This has been so through the
I taught three terms of school his age, the greatest dramatist of his
Special Children's Show
His attitude toward "King
C. L. Robinson at Burpee & Lamb’s ag£s and we cannot help but think before I was 20. I have no written type.
store, or from members of the hand.
that this has had no small part in giv record of either of them, but I could l.ear" is significant. To Shaw Lear
ing it the honorable and respected po write a record of all three if like Mink is tlie most perfect thing of its kind,
Janes “I had the time." So rnueb for "if you want that kind." Shake
sition
that it now holds universally.
WITH THE BOWLERS
the first article. The second was an speare's work represents the drama of
We
are
going
to
quote
an
extract
In the Recreation League at Carr’s
editorial in tihe Boston Herald of emotions in contrast with Shaw’s goal
about
Grocers
from
Dickens
’
"A
alleys Tuesday night the three games
which is tlie drama of ideas.
Dec. 17 "An Ancient Thrill.”
Christmas
Carol,
”
describing
a
groc

resulted thus: Central Maine 3 points,
Shaw objects also to Khakepeare's
A Paramount Picture
And
it
was
a
thrill
known
to
thou

ery
store
about
to
close
on
Christmas
Burpee Furniture 1; score 1255 to
ty|.e of heroes. To him there is ap
1192: Merchants 3 points. Standard Eve. We think It holds a suggestion sands of Yankee boys of an earlier parently something wrong with near
ALL STAR CAST
Oil 1 point: score 1368 to 1833; Fed not altogether foreign to our Nation generation. "When the first freeze ly all of them, some concession that
ADMISSION PRICE:
erate 4 points, Livingston Manufac Wide principles. Dickens would cer came, making black ice, the edge of must first of ail he made to common
ONE OR MORE POTATOES
turing Co. no points; score 1310 to tainly have made a fine grocery man. tlie pond was soon lined with stones sense and probability as If one should
------------------------------------------------ 71230. The summaries are not pub as his descriptive powers would have tossed out to test the thickness."
Oh, boy! if I could get a thrill like say “Of course so and so was a fool.
All Potatoes Will Go to The Needy
lished at this time because of the made good sales.
I did 50 years ago, going on the ice No really normal man would do as he
♦ ♦ * •
press of Christmas advertising.
for the, first time in the season! Oui did, but Aiide from that, just sec how
“The Grocers. Oh the Grocers;
skating place was the Marsh, the wonderful he was!" In all Shake
nearly closed, with perhaps two shut water was two feet deep, the mud a speare's tragedies Shaw finds only
ters drawn, or one; but through those
foot and a half deep, so if you meas one "hero" who "heUeved in life, en
gaps such glimpses. It was not nlorw- ured four feet you wouldn't drown If joyed life and found life worth living,”
that the scales, descending on the you broke through. I never knew of and that was Falstaff!
counter, made a merry sound, or that
Throughout the entire lecture,
a boy or girl being drowned there.
the twine and roller parted company
The editorial writer goes on to tell Prof. Gray refrained from taking
so briskly, or that the canisters were how he would strike out alone and go sides, but quilted alternately from
rattled up and down like juggling
up to the head of the pond into tlu Skaespe.ire and Shaw letting them,
tricks, or even that the blended scents woods in search of adventure. Ours speak for themselves with only his
of
Tea
and
Coffee
were
so
grateful
to
First Lien Gold 5’s
was to go to the bead of tin* marsh trenchant comments to point out the
the nose, or even that the Raisins we»e cross the road with our skat< s on, and real significance of the quotations.
Due May 1, 1953
so plentiful and rare, the Almonds so
A question period at the close of
thence to the Beaver Dam brook. I
extremely white, the sticks of Cinna
don’t know to this day where it the lecture brought out’among other
Price 98 and interest, yielding 5.13%
mon so long and straight, the other
ended—up beyond the old haunted additional points the interesting
Spices so delicious, the Candied Davenport bouse somewhere. Them query from Mr. Bounds, "Is not the
Fruits so caked and spotted with was the happy days all right! What saint the only man who Is truly 'of
Subsidiaries of this Company have furnished the
molten sugar as to make the coldest wouldn’t we give to do it again? all time ?" with which ITof. Gray
entire water supply to Newport and Jamestown, Rhode
lookers-on feel faint, and subsequent This is the way the writer finishes agieed. recalling what had been said
Island, for over forty years.
ly bilious, nor was it that the Figs
after having gone skating up in the earlier in the lecture regarding
were moist and pulpy, or that the
Shaw's quip "Christianity would he
Through pledge of stock these bonds are in effect
Berkshires this present autumn.
French Plums blushed in modest
a first lien on all the physical properties of the various
“We were exploring again into a worth trying'’ as a slur not on Chris
tartness from their highly decorated strange primeval land. The years— tianity itself hut on those modern
Companies. The value of these properties is largely
boxes, or that every thing was good how many years—rolled back, and we claimants of tlie title Christian who
in excess of the outstanding bonds.
to eat, and in its Christmas dress; but
have entirely missed its spirit. Shaw,
were only 10. Then we fell down!”
the customers were all so hurried, and
it appears, believes that so far from
Net earnings are over twice the annual bond
Boze.
so eager in the hopeful promise of the
needing a new leader In religion wc
interest requirements.
day, that they tumbled up against
"have a long way to go to catch
each other at the door, crashing their
op with Jesus Christ.” Hr docs, how
wicker baskets wildly, and left their
ever, claim that if there is to be any
purchases upon the counter, and cam-1
real progress men of this age ought
running hack to fetch them, and com
to have something new to say which
mitted hundreds of the like mistakes
men of a former age have never said
in the best humor possible; while the
and that tlie drama offers an ex
STRAND 1HEAIRE
546 Masonic Temple, Portland
grocer and his people were so frank
cellent opportunity to say it.
Hearty
laughter
echoed
through
and fresh that the polished hearts
it is interesting to note that at the
Telephone Forest 9230
with which they fastened their aprons the Strand Theatre yesterday as a time tills goes to press the members
delighted
audience
witnessed
the
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
behind might have been their own,
and friends of tlie two societies are
worn outside for general inspection opening performance of Rod La still discussing the lecture.
Rocque
’
s
comedy-drama,
"Love
over
and for Christmas daws to peck at if
Night.” As the modern Lochinvar
they chose.
Representative-elect Fred E. Bur
who interrupts a wedding to help kett of tlnlon was In the city Tues
himself to another man’s bride. Rod
day. having recently returned with
proves himself an adept farceur as Mrs. Burkett, from Portland", where
well as a capable romantic actor. (hey were weekend guests of their
Jeanette Loff’s blonde loveliness is a
son. Representative-elect Franz U.
delightful* foil to the star. It will inBurkett. The. Union man attended a
shown lor the last times today.
meeting of tlie Cumberland County
Friday and Saturday bling “Sal
legislative di legation and received a
of .Sing lpore” with Phyllis Haver. most cordial greeting when his rela
The story deals with the shanghaiing tionship to Representative Franz U.
of waterfront dives, hy ('apt. Erick Burkett was learned. Tlie Burketts
son, a hard-boiled sailor. He has have engagt d adjoining rooms at the
found a child waif, and the two be Augusta House for the legislative
come interested in the child which session, to which they are looking
indirectly is responsible for the sub forwar 1 with much pleasure.
sequent romance between Sal and
the captain. Captain Sunday, a heYOUR FAVORITE POEM
man sailor, abducts Sal and when
fc>Erickson learns the truth, he boards
If I had to live my life again I would have
Sunday’s vessel and one of the most mule
a rule Io read some poetry and listen to
THE
thrilling fist fights ever screened re some music at least once a week. The loss of
these
tastes Is a loss of happiness -Chailea
sults. Erickson is the victor and by
have a Splendid Stock of Useful, Splendid
Darwin.
way oif reprisal he directs Sunday to
officiate at bis marriage with Sal
Gifts for Men, High Quality and Reasonable Prices.
“BELLS ACROSS THE SNOW”
With the babe, they begin life anew.
‘ O Christmas' merry Christmas!
Blue Serge Suits ......................
$23.50
—adv.
Is It really come again.

,,
,
. .
The lines upon which modern husi- ,
1
• !
ness is conducted are so changed from
those upon which older shop-keepers
were brought up that it is becoming
increasingly difficult to recall those
vanishing methods. Let us illustrate
hy quoting from latest of the weekly
bulletins issued to the grocers of the
Nation-wide Service. Whoever in the
old days would have thought it “good
business” in circularizing his trade
to enlarge upon the theme of Christ
mas and summon to his aid the great
ajmstle of the anniversary, Charles
Dickens? The bulletin is worth quot
ing as a hit of advertising psychology
and also as jefiecting the inclination
of its writer, Adriel U. Bird, of the
,
Suimhert , h»hn Bird Company, who in the midst
Meizowipr.no The Erl Klim ...... s, lnil„ rt „r actlve business lias retained ac-

lu-grip

FVICKS
PARK

ROUGH RIDERS

ONE-DOLLAR CLASS

Requires a deposit of 25 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, yoy will receive a check for $12.50, plue interest.

t< 1%

ROOSEVELT’S

TWO-DOLLAR CLASS

TWENTY-FIVE-CENT CLASS

three cents a copy

CHRISTMAS GROCERS

R. P. Hodsdon ’29 of South Thomas Schubert Numbers Will Fea-i
ton was the winner in the Colby
Echo’s slogan contest the purpose
ture Rockland City Band's
of which was to attain the best pos
Program
sible motto to be used by the athletic
building committee in connection
The Rockland City Band will ap
with the drive for the new gymna
j sium. Hodsdon’s suggestion was “A pear in concert Sunday afternoon at
Bigger. Better Building for Building Park Theatre at 2.30 o’clock, this
Bodies,” and it netted him $10 in gold. hour being chosen to make it possi
♦ * ♦ *
ble to attend the cantata at the Con
K ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• k
Among the pledges announced for gregational church later in the after
.».
noon. In respect to the Schubert cen
•••
“A merry Christmas to us all, m.v ••• the sororities are: Sigma K^-ppa,
tennial which is being generally ob
••• dears. God bless us.” Which all the ••• Marion L. Richardson '32, Rockland:
served throughout the musical cen
••• family re-echoed. “God bless us every ••• and Phi Mu, Marguerite de Rocheters of the world the first half of the
••• one,” said Tiny Tim, the last of all.— ••• mont ’32 of Rockland.
♦ ♦ * *
program will be devoted almost en
••• Charles Dickens.
•••
•••
Wendell II. Thornton ’30, of Rock tirely to Schubert’s compositions,
•J •••
•«.
>«.
.«. .«. .«.
.*. >• land bas been appointed a member of those selected being among the most
the Y.M.C.A. entertainment com familiar and most tuneful numbers of
TWO TIMELY WORDS
the world's “greatest melodist.”
mittee.
♦ * * *
Mrs. Helen A. P. Wentworth will
Two words by Representative Nel
Richard Hodsdon ’29 of South again be the assisting artist, appear
son of Maine Monday saved consid
ing in both vocal solos and readings.
erable trouble and expense to Maine Thomaston is singing bass in the
The program:
blue-berry packers. “I object,” said Colby College Glee Club, which is
March Marche Mililalrc .................. Schubert,
Nelson when the House took up the planning a trip to Aroostook County Concert
Polka The Lily ........................ Casey
consideration, under a unanimous and perhaps southeastern Massachu
Serenade ................................... Schubert
K V White, soloist
consent agreement, thp bill which setts. Hodsdon is a new member of
Ballet Music. Entr'acte from "Roaamiinde”
would force packers to label as such the fencing squad

STEEL COMPANY

Value of one share in 1912,
Value of one share, if retained,
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Newport Water Corporation
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ARTHUR PERRY & CO.
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How much for
Holiday Expenses?
Christmas Club cash avoids an added
strain on the personal and household

budget.

It solves the financial prob

lem with extra money at holiday time

when it is needed most.

Old and new members are welcomed to our

BOSTON

Men’s Gifts
HUNDRED!

BY

Men’s Overcoats .....

10-00

GLOVES

HATS

The easy, successful way to have extra money for Christmas.
Membership is open to men and women, boys and girls. There are
classes to suit everyone’s means. You can enroll now by making
a small first deposit. We will explain all details when you call.

Last Chance for Free Guess on the Jar of Beans for
the $1 0.00 Prize

We have made arrangements to pay 4% on Christmas Club Accounts

THE FRIENDLY STORE

Rockland
Union

Camden
Rockport

Today Park Theatre will offer five |
acts of a vaudeville and a feature pic
ture entitled "Beware of Bachelors"
featuring Audrey Ferris and William
Collier, Jr. The five acts are Sylvia i
Revue in “Dances That Are Differ
ent,” (five people in this act): Bryson
Ar Kerr in “A Day at the Circus;''
Kelley A- Killeen in “An East Side
Episode;” Ashley
Dorn in “Two
Aristocratic Gentlemen;” and Jack
Fitzgerald “Odd Bits of Nature."
In addition to the above there will be
the Sportlight and a two-reel comedy.
There will he shows at 2 and 7.30.
Friday and Saturday the Park The
atre will present Rex Bell in "Take
A Chance” and “The Collegians.” in
conjunction with the usual short sub
jects.—adv.

SCARFS

Neckwear, fancy ............................................................ 89
Many Neckties at............................................................ 29
Fine Warm Winter Caps ........................................... 95

(lll/THA/ CLUB

Security Trust Company

PARK THEATRE

A Great Holiday Sale of Men’s Specialties

„

(Formerly Mike Armata’s)
PARK THEATRE BUILDING

J

\

1

ROCKLAND

u

‘

1

1 • J

Vinalhaven
Warren

Bowl at Carr's Alleys to qualify 1
for “Low Score" bowling, something
new, for your Christmas Turkey.
151-153
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With Its memories and greetings.
With Its joy and with its pain?
There's a minor in the carol.
And a shadow in the light.
And a spray of cypress twining
With tin- holly wreath tonight.
And the hush Is never broken
By laughter light and low.
As we listen in the starlight
To the "hells across the snow.”

0 Christmas ! merry Christmas !
’TIs not so very long
Since other voices blended
With the carol and the song!
If we could hut hear them singing
As they are singing now.
If we could but see the radiance
Of the crown on each dear brow.
There would be no sigh to smother,
Xo hidden tear to flow.
As we listen In the starlight
To the "bells across the snow.”

**’

O Christmas' merry Christmas!
This never more can be:
We cannot bring again the days
Of our unshadowed glee.
But Christmas, happy Christmas.
Sweet herald of goodwill,
H
With holy songs of glory
Brings holy gladness still.
For peace and hope may brighten.
And patient love may glow.
As we listen In the starlight
To the “bells across the snow.”
Frances Ridley HavergaL

Page Two

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Me.. Dec. 20. 1928.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lydrtle. who
on oath declared that he la Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of tlds paper of Dec. 18. 1928. there was
printed a total of 6270 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Rockladn Courier-Gazette, Thursday,. December 20, 1928
MAXIMUM SENTENCE

WILLIAM F. MANSON

Every-Other-Day
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A STOCKING STUDY

Court Refused Bachelder Death Claims Citizen Promi Most Women Wear Service
Weights Gray and Beige 5^
Further Continuance and
nent In Fraternal and Busi
Appeal Entered
ness
Circles
Preferred
>
___
Judge Miller and County Attorney
Campbell declined this morning to
grant a further continuance in the
case of George W. 'Bachelder. charged
with illegal possession of intoxicat
ing liquor, and Mr. Bachelder’s coun
sel Frank A. Tirrell pleaded not
guilty and waived examination. The
maximum sentence of $500 and costs
and six months in jail was awarded
and Mr. Bachelder furnished bail in
the sum ol $550 for appearance at
the January term of Supreme Court.
Intimation was given that the case
would be settled in lower court on
the basis of two months in jail and
• a fine of $100 and costa, but an earn1 est plea by Attorney Tirrell proved
vain.
“Perhaps in the eyes of some people
the liquor case is worse than murder”
said Mr. Tirrell. “but in the eyes of
the legislators it is a misdeameanor.
Mr. Bachelder is a business man. and
big business demands his attention,
should a plea of guilty be entered it
would be necessary for him to make
arrangements with others, and an
immediate sentence would injure him
during the holiday season. Some
persons are foolish enough to think
that a continuance would be merely
a scheme to get him out of trouble.
Whose rights are going to l»e jeop
ardized?”
“The respondent should be pun
ished forthwith,” said County Attor
ney Campbell, “whether he is a mil
lionaire. a business man or a negro
from the Point.”
"A bird in jail today is worth two
birds on the street.” paraphrased
Judge Miller, who reviewed at much
length the criticisms of Municipal
Court which have come to his ears.
“I have been told for 10 years that Mr.
Bachelder was in the liquor business,
but I have never found anybody will
ing to sign a complaint or aid the of
ficers. So far as the business reasons
for continuance arc concerned I do
not see why the directors of the cor
poration and Mr. Bachelder’s assist
ants could not carry it on.”
Both Judge Miller and County At
torney Campbell refused to reverse
the positions they had taken, with
the result already told.
“You will now have to take your
chances with a jury in the upper
court.” County [Attorney Campbell
was told.
“I am willing.” was the prompt
reply. “If I cannot convkt this man
I will resign.”

A life of exceptional activity ami
industry ended Tuesday night with
the death oi William F. Manson at
his home. 13 Granite street. On July
12 had he lived lie would have at
tained his 79th birthday and the day
of his death saw him at work, as
always. For a life time lie had been
associated with the city’s business
life and his prominence in tlie secret

Over 10.29* pairs of stockings were
observed and studied recently in NewYork to determine the choice f fabric,
Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
color and trend in fashion, says Miss
neither have entered into tlie heart of
Helen C. Spaulding, extension cloth
man, the things which God hath pre
ing
specialist, University of Maine, j
pared for them that love him.—1 Cor
The count showed that silk hose are I
inthians 2:9.
almost universally worn, tlie percent - '
age far all women being 9'. 69 and
S3.39 in the low price group as against
CYRUS CURTIS GIFTS
94.27 in the highest price group.
Wools were worn by 2.75 of all v.emen. 'Sj
An associated press dispatch
by 2.77 in tin low price group and 3.3s
in the high. Cottons by 2.59 of all wo- S?
from Philadelphia this week an
men. 5 88 in the low group and .79 mb?
nounces a gift of $500,000 to
in the high. Miscellaneous fibres in- SW
Temple University from Cyrus
eluding rayons and such materials
H. K. Curtis, the noted pub
were worn by 2.97 of all woniei;, by cy*
lisher. The money will be ap
7.96 of the low price group and by .79
a
of the high price group. Compared kt),
plied toward the erection of the
with an earlier count, tlie figures in- X,
third section of the 23-story
dicated that cold weather did not maskyscraper unit in the "Greater
terially influence the fabric worn, Wfi
Temple" building project nowThe choice of fibre was guided by tlie sjj
type of costume, rather, thus wools ©5
underway.
McCallum Service
and sheer lisles were Worn with sports ,
This is the third large gift
type
and
tailored
street
costumes
and
fej
that Hr. Curtis has made to
then on a very small percentage of
institutions during the past
cases and these in the high buying ) Wi
monih, the aggregate amount
McCallum Chiffon
power group.
reaching nearly a million dol
Tlie count showed that service1 Ny
weight hose were worn by 48.87 of all mL
lars. Truly this great philan
i women, sheer liose were worn by 34.43
thropist is getting the reai joy
per cent and the remaining 15.70 per w
out of the Christmas season.
Onyx Pointcx
• cent was made up of heavy silk hose
and hose of other fibres. The color joj,
trend indicatAl by the count w (41
EVOLUTION OF AVIATION
probably lie of greater interest than
Gordon V-Line
these other (Hiints. The count indi
Twenty-five years ago last Mon
cated that grey and beige tones are
day the Wright Brothers made the
much in the lead for all daytime wear
first successful air flight, with a
orders and fire department circles and that those tones of grey and biege
make his passing keenly fell. Fune- which show so-called sunburn or
power driven machine, at Kitty
Fleur-de-Lys Heel
ral services will be held this (Thurs complexion hues are most popular.
Our stocks are still large on all lines.
Hawk. N. C. The experiment was
The
per
cent
rating
of
the
most
fav

day) afternoon at 2 o'clock from St.
privately cendueted and a Virginia
ored
shades
ran
as
follows:
Nude,
Peter’s church, tlie Odd Fellow serv
reporter who obtained exclusive
We can still give you special big toys
ice bei lg used with honorary beareFs 16.20; grain, including pale yellowish
No-Mend
views of the affair found difficulty
from Masonic and I.O.O.F. bodies.
tones of atmosphere shades. 15.13;
in marketing his story, as scarcely
Deceased was born in Farmington, sunburn shades, 11.92; light grey,
such as pool tables, autos, etc.
July 12. 1830. son of the late Wil 11.71; pinkish grey, 9.41; lawny biege.
any newspaper placed credence in it.
fred and Mary (Parcher) Manson, 6.21; light gun metal,6.08; honey biege.
The aviat'ors themselves were classed
Val Doree (Durham)
one of a family of 12 children of 5.13. Black formed but 3.34 per cent
Thousands of parents have brought
as “loony." What the world had de
which he was the last survivor. At of all and the remaining percentage i
clared impossible the Wright brothers
j
the age of 13 he arrived in Rockland covered miscellaneous shades.
their children to see and speak with
The conclusion is that the woman “y
had actually accomplished and there
which had since been his home. One
of his first actions on arrival here seeking to be in the mode at a rea-j^J
began a new phase of history, which
was to enlist as torch boy in the sonable price decides upon the biege
Santa Claus. Don’t deprive yours of
seems full of limitless possibilities,
famous old Dirigo engine company, or grey shades best suited to her O-r- ,
even after the ocean has been
wardrobes
and
purchases
service
fires being fought in those days by
this thrill.
spanned.
tlie light of torches. As soon, as weight silks for all but the most for
• In 1923. only five years ago, Ameri
age permitted he joined the company mal wear. She will make no style
and thereafter his interest in firemen mistake and may feel virtuously eco
can aeronautics had its banner year.
and their affairs never waned. In nomical if she has a few pairs of fine
April 16-17 Kelley and Macready es
young manhood lie was employed by lisles to wear with sports type clothes
tablished a new world's duration rec
the late J. Fred Hall as journeyman of wool. Those have the virtue ofr' '
THE BRADBURY WILL
ord of 36 hours and 3 minutes; May
carriage maker and cabinet worker looking far better on a rainy day than j S}/
NjP
2 and 3 they flew from (New York
in the old shop on School street. do silks which spot so readily.
Waldo County Litigation Seems To When Mr. Hall acquired the property
Wools in shades to harmonize witli nf.
to San Diego in 26 hours, and 50
Have Lots of Tails To It.
pow known as Nye's Garage Mr. sports or tailored clothes are of -S?/,
minutes, non-stop; Nov. 4 Lieut.
IT HAS BEEN A GREAT CHRIST
Manson moved there with the busi course style right and most sensible
Judge Ellery Bowden of the Waldo
Williams set a new world's speed
ness and upon Mr. Hall's death arose for street wear in our climate ai- bfj
County
Probate
Court
Tuesday
held
■ record of 266.59 miles an hour. The
to junior partnership with the late though one must acknowledge that h q
MAS WEEK AND WE ARE
outstanding event of 1924 was the that Henry Smith, once executor of Gilbert Hall under the firm, name of they are not inexpensive.
the estate of the late Mrs. Alma
Army around-the-world flight, in Emma Bradbury, owed the estate ap Hall & Manson. Death removed Mr.
OFEN EVERY EVENING
which the ; viators passed over the proximately $7,734 instead of $2,172. Hall and Mr. Manson became senior
partner of the firm of Manson Asouthern part of Knox County and
Smith, who was removed as execu Nye. tlie junior being Abram W. Nye.
made their first landing in Bruns tor some months ago. presented his. Tliis partnership continued for nine
wick. In 1923 the world's speed rec first and final accounting Tuesday. happy and harmonious years. Mr.
His claim was $4,143 as executor's
ord was increased to 254.74 miles an fees was disallowed entirely, and the Manson finally disposing of his hold
Wills probated: Ethel B. Wagner
hour by Lieut. Doolittle of Baltimore. claim of Arthur Ritchie, his attorney, ings to Mr. Nye when the infirmities late of Camden, Jy Arthur Wagner
of age demanded his partial retire
In 1926 Commander Byrd and was cut from $5,000 to $1,000 by Judge ment. Even then his tireless energy Exr.: James S. Jenkins hue of Rock
Floyd Bennett flew over the North Bowden.
kept him at his old bench several land. Choris A. Jenkins Exx.
Three other firms of attorneys, who
Wills filed for notice: Edwin H.
Pole and the second South Atlantic
days each week and in addition to
entered the case when Smith was re
Maxey late of Rockland, nagping Ida
the
work
at
the
Nye
shop
he
did
airplane crossing was made by Com moved. had their fees reduced from
much repair work at his workshop E. Maxey Exx.; Walter M. Spear late
mander Ramon Franco. Palos, Spain, $1,400 to $350.
of Rockland, naming Elizabeth L.
at home.
Smith, a Belfast garage proprietor,
to Buenos Aires, 6,230 miles. Comes
SENTER CRANE COMPANY £
In fraternal orders he was a con Spear Exx.; Lenora L.Kish late of Ap
was
named
as
executor
in
Mrs.
Brad

now the year 1927—called the great
sistent and perpetual worker. He pleton, naming Arthur D. Fish Exr.;
est year in aviation for spectacular bury's will. She died about a Jear joined Knox Lodge. I.O.O.F., 42 years George R. Conant late of Cushing,
ago.
ago when its 10 members inet in offi naming Calista B. Smith Exx.; James Exrs.; Annie Hibbert, first and final first and final, Gilford B. Butler, Gladys K. Seavey, first, Frank B. Sophronia D. Farrow, fi.st and final,
flying, particularly ocean flights.
The Bradbury Memorial Hospital,
A. Davis late of Vinalhaven, naming Archie Hibbert, Admr.; Cassie F. Exr.; S. Adelaide Mirick, first and Miller, Guardian; Roger A. Kalloch, William F. Tibbetts, Exr.; Louise M.
Lindbergh flew from New Y’ork to residuary legatee has beep represent ces, and he was a prime worker for Effie L. Davis Exx.
Conant, first and final, Rodney I. final, Caroline D. Talbot, Exx.; Vit- first and final. Flora Y. Kallo6li Upham, first and final. Hanson T.
the present fine home of the lodge.
Paris, 3600 miles; Chamberlain flew ed throughout tlie action to remove He was a charter member of Rock
Petition for administration with the Thompson, Admr., d.b.n.c.t.a; Fred trice H. Thomas, first and (final, Ar Studley Guardian; Margaret Ulmer, Crocked. Exr.
from New Y’ork to Germany, 3923 Smith and hearings since.
Inventories filed estates Forest
first, Frank B. Miller. Trustee.
land Encampment and Canton Lafay will annexed filed for notice: Estate W. Cook, first and final, Ellen S. thur F. Dean Exr.
Acc Hints filed and allowed: Es- •
Accounts filed for notice: Estates Flagg, $500; William S. Johnston,
miles; Byrd flew from New Y’ork to
ette and active in both. He was Allston Huntress late of Vinalhaven. Cook. Admx.; George IL Marks, first
Husband (going over arrangements
and final. Edward C. Payson. Admr.; tates Freeman Wellman, third. »Wal- Edna Moody, first and final, Z. M. $4,914.81); Aroline 'Bunker. $4,321.96:
France, 3477, and the first success for late vacation)—The Joneses arc thrice noble grand of Knox lodge naming Alan L. Bird Admr. c. t. a.
Petitions for administration grant- i Melina Merry, first and final. Hollis ter H. Butler, Trustee; Delia F. Wil- i Dwinal, Admr. c.t.a.; E. B. Clark, Sarah G. Wooster, $12,184.88; Sarah
I
and
in
1912
was
presented
witli
a
' ful flight across the Pacific to going to mind tlie cat. aren't they,
gold watch and memorial. His con ed: Estates Musie E. Stone late of W. Merry, Admr.; Charles G. Kiff, liams, first. Willis Williams, Exr.; first and final, Z. M. Dwinal, Admr.. E. Ripley. $224.83.
Hawaii was made. During the year dear?
nection with tlie Grand Lodge took Cushing. Gilford B. Butler Admr.; i
Wife—Tea.
now closing the world's duration rec
him to all parts of the State. He be Sidney L. Hall late of Rockland. Rod
Husband
—
And
tlie
Browns
are
ord has changed hands four times,
came a member of Aurora Lodge in ney I. Thompson Admr.: F. Ellen Bur
taking care of Fido and tlie parrot? 1887 and lx longed to all the York kett late of Union. Fred E. Burkett '
the present figures being 63 hours
Wife—Yes, that's the arrangement. Rite bodies. He was a |>ast eminent Admr.: Ella F. Collins late of Haver-)
and 25 minutes. The present speed
Husband—And baby is going to commander of Claremont Command- ford. Pa.. Mertie Gay Raker Admx.; ,
record is 318 miles an hour. The non mother's—so what about a nice quiet cry. a charter member of Golden Rod Electa *E. Robbins late of Union,I
stop world's distance record is 4466 rest at home?—Passing Show.
Chapter, OKU., and a member of Myrtie E. Judkins Admx.
Petitions for administration filed for
miles, made by the Italian flyers, Del
Kora Tempie. Mystic Shrine. In a IA young authoress declares that tlie
notice: Estates Herbert V. Robinson
Prete and Ferranin in a flight be notion of writing a novel occurred to dition Mr. Manson was a member
of Pleasant Valiev Grange and was late of Warren, naming Rose L. Rob- j
tween Europe and 'South America.
her quite suddenly as she was cross for a number of years a member of inson Admx.: Emily P. Hosmer late)
The most widely acclaimed of these ing Holland Park avenue. The pos tlie Golden Cross.
of Camden, naming Charles C. Wood
flyers is our own Col. Charles A. sibility that this might happen to any
Down through the years the de Admr.: Henry M. Heal late of Cam
Lindbergh, who blazed the trail one adds greatly to tlie perils of the ceased held the Rockland Fire De den. naming Z. M. Dwinal Admr.;
streets.—Punch.
partment as his cherished hobby and Howard S. Ingraham late of Camden,
frm New Y’ork to Paris, and had the
rendered it service without question. naming Laura A. Ingraham Admx.;
nerve to do It alone. He has done
The London Standard explains that For 21 years lie was engineer of the Weston Carroll, Sr., late of Union,
Radiant, sparkling, brilliant color lights
..wonderful things since that dramatic “lady'' is derived from an old Eng steamers and in tlie heyday of the naming Eva H. Dearborn Admx.
that shine forth their message of warmth
Petitions to determine inheritance
flight, hut nothing more wonderful lish word signifying dough-kneader. steam fire engines City of Rockland
than keeping his head so well while Not dougli-needer. by any chance?— and James F. Sears this was no small tax granted: Estates Nancy K. Whit
and cheer in practically every American
Detroit News.
honor. He pumped both engines at more. Ensign Otis Admr. d. b. n.;
- the world was pouring its adulation
h me. Wiiat would Christinas be without
Charles G. Kiff. Gilford B. Butler
most
of
Rockland
’
s
historic
fires
and
upon it. Aviation has made its val
Exr.; George T. Hodgman. Annabel
their beauty ! Long have you used them in
For Hie year ending June 30 tlie lie was at tlie throttle of both ma S. Hodgman Exx.
uable contributions to tlie world of
chines when they pumped their last
doors. Why not broadcast the same warm
Petitions for distribution granted:
science, to tlie world of adventure savings deposits in this country active (ires. He remained loyal to
and to the world of commerce. It amounted to $28,412,961,000. a gain of his ponderous pets to tlie last, ever Estates Nancy K. Whitmore. Ensign
Christmas Spirit outdoor?
carries our mails to all parts of tlie more than two and one-quarter bil believing them superior and more Otis Admr. d. b. n.; Melina Merry,
Hollis
W.
Merry
Admr.
continent; busy men desiring to an lions over tlie preceding year. May dependable than motorized pumpers,
Petition for distribution filed for
He was a member and staunch sup
Gaily decorated wreaths at each of the
nihilate time make flights in hours we humbly suggest that this offers porter of the Rockland Veteran Fire notice: Estate Cassie F. Conant. Rod
windows, shapely little' Christinas trees cn
ney I. Thompson Admr d. b. n. c. t. a.
which ."ormerly required days, and w e a rather substantial basis for tlie pre man's Association and had held sev
Petition for guardian filed and
even see in the Graf Zeppelin's per- election claims of national pros end offices.
cither side of the entrance, festoons and
He was married 48 years ago to granted: Estate Weston Carroll Jr.
' forman.-e a hint at oceanic air travel. perity?
streamers
entwined with these brilliant varlof
Union.
Fred
F.
Dearborn
Guardian.
Georgia Gilson of Gardiner who sur
The same tiling that we said about
Petitions for license to sell real es
One daughter Bessie
colcr lights Will make your home a delight to
Political spellbinders used to de vives him.
electricity 25 years ago we can say
tate granted: Estates Martha F.
clare that corporations had no souls^ (Mrs. earns T. Spear of Bangor) sur
ail, adding Christmas Oliver to the neighbor
on the 25th anniversary of aviation—
vives together with a granddaughter, Titus, Ruth L. Baker Guardian;
Be that as it may they have turned Don thy. and two nieces. Miss Evelyn Charles K. Lunden, et al, Amanda
hood.
the surface has hardly been scratched
$4,092,876 into the State Treasury Manson and Mrs. Edith Smith, both Lunden Guardian.
Petition for perpetual care of burial
thus far this year, an increase of of Vinalhaven.
In the recent death of Mrs. Leonora
Friends will have an opportunity to lot granted: Estate Almeda O. Smith
$94,928 over the preceding year. And
Thousands of home lovers are getting
late of Vinalhaven.
L. Fish, obituary mention of which
there were other benefits to tlie pub view tlie remains at the church today
Petition for allowance filed for no
this extra pleasure at Christmas time, why
12 to 1.30. Honorary bearers at the
has already appeared in these
lic not to be expressed in dollars and service w ill be ex-Mayor F. C. Flint. tice: Estate William S. Johnston. I
not you?
column.-;, together with many warm
cents.
Judge F. B. Miller. Judge L. R. Veda M. Johnston. Admx.
tributes from correspondents in vari
Accounts allowed: Estates Myron
Campbell. Sheriff F. F. Harding and
ous towns, Tlie Courier-Gazette loses
Representative White has intro Charles II. Moor. Active bearers will Wentworth, first and final.. Westbra
from its ranks of contributors one duced in Congress a resolution call he Abram YV. Nye, Tobias Smalley. B. Wentworth and, Winnifred L. Clin
ESTIMATES GIVEN WITHOUT
whom it numbered among its most ing for investigation of the Y’cstrls Carlyle U. Brown and Harold L. Karl. ton. Admrs.; Mattie J. Burton, first
COST
and final. Oscar E. Burton. Admr.;
faithful friends.
As its Appleton disaster. Such action Is very proper,
Our wiring experts are at your
Mary E. Cox. first and final. Samuel
representative she saw that the news but it is a pity that Congressional
service . . . estimates on outdoor
W. Lewis. Exr.: Nancy K. Whitmore,
Christmas lighting given without
of her community received regular investi -utioii cannot prevent a recur
first and final. Mgrtin E. Whitmore.
obligation whatever.
Just phone
Admr., filed by -Hannah E. Whitmore
and careful attention, and her con rence of these maritime crimes.
our local electric shop.
Exr., of the deoeased Admrs. estate.
tributions, both in prose and verse,
Clarence Crouse, first and final. Ed
were valued by the paper, no less
A Chicago cub reporter who was
win S. Vose. Admr.: Fredonia Allen,
than by tlie wide circle of readers stivering along on $18 a week has in
first and final, the Union Trust Co.,
whom they more intimately con herited a six-million dollar estate.
of Indianapolis. Ind.; Abbie E Ingalls
cerned.
To its staff of faithful Now if he can't write a good readable Saturday Dinner Concert first and final, Silas E. 'Bowler.
Admr.: Fred H. Berry. 7th. Union
chronicles of neighborhood news The story j.-i that subject lie had better
on
Safe Deposit & Trust Co. Trustee:
Courier-Gazette always has held it quit tlie newspaper profession.
Emma L. V. Jones, first and final,
self under a sense of obligation, and
Arthur H. Huse and Henry W. Jones
at any of
our
A
cyclone
recently
destroyed
much
In special measure to this good
and seventeen associated stations of
woman, for whose memory by reason property and killed several persons
the National Broadcasting Co.,
Christmas trees, good ones nt 95
of that fact it cherishes a particular in Texts. I' was the second cyclone
bet wren 6:30 and 7:00
rents. Cell S. »Nilo iSpehr, 792-M.
to
strike
that
Rlate
since
Nov.
5.
appreciation.
Nemo’s Repair Shop.
151-152

McCALLUAi

Christmas almost here-

rt>R TFt

Shopping not half done

CHRISTMAS GIFT

Hosiery
$1.85

Sfjl

$1.95

$1.50

The Senter
Crane
Company
is prepared to
take care of
this situation

$2.50

$2.50

$1.50

$1.19

PROBATE COURT

J

#
Home Lovers Everywhere Get This Extra Pleasure
From Christmas, Decorating Outdoors—

Why Not You ?

Tune in on the

White Honse
COFFEE

WEEI

Central Maine Power Company
stores

♦
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Every Other-Day

!r<wcr«MK’s««<(««F4P«icw«wes!Sk TALK OF THE TOWN

“The Shepherd’s
Vision”

Dee. 20—Opening meeting of Woman’s Edu
cational Club, at Odd Fellows hall.
I
Dee. 20—Opening of Educational Club’s
i lect re season In Odd Fellows hall.
Dec. 21 Thirty-third annual gift ball of
| (Jen. Berry Hose Co., at Watts hall, Thomas
ton.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
, Jan. 1—New Year’s Day.

—At—

J. A. Jameson

CHRISTMAS CANTATA

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Christmas Sale

& Co.

MS MS ME

To Be Given By

ROAStTnG CHICKENS, lb. 45c

3 NATIVE FOWL, lb........................ .. . 38c
NATIVE GEESE and DUCKS, lb..... 45c
A Nice Assortment of

6

FRESH VEGETABLES AND FRUITS

3

* *

A
|

—Alio—

NUTS, RAISINS, FRUIT CAKES,
PLUM PUDDINGS, CRACKERS, CHEESE,
CANDY, ETC.
Everything to make your Christmas dinner a success.
You will pleas^ note that the price of Turkeys is
lower than it has been for a long time.
• j

We never had better birds. We make a specialty of ffl
Quality Poultry and believe that you could not do W
better than the above prices, quality considered.
■
An American doctor was arrested
after falling down two flights of
stairs. He complains of having been I
shaken before taken.—Funch.
[

GOOD AS NEW CARS

USED CARS WITH NEW CAR GUARANTEES

REPOSSESSED CARS
At a Fraction of Their Ordinary Value

NEW AND USED CHRYSLERS A SPECIALTY

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
New County Road

QUALITY

Rockland

s

Blve^rane

Sunday, Dec. 23

PURL SILK HOSIERY

at 5.00 o'c|ock

Sehoon ?r Wawenock was in port
Tuesday with a cargo of coal from
New York for Vinalhaven.

ASHIONED

CANDLELIGHT PROCESSIONAL

MISS BERTHA LUCE, Violinist

The annual Christmas tree feature
will figure in tonight’s program at
the Relief Corps meeting. Quilttacking in the afternoon and supper
at the usual hour.

The Pilgrim Choir will give a
Christmas Cantata, entitled ‘The
Shepherds Vision” at the Congrega
tional church next Sunday afternoon
at 5 o’clock. There will be a candle
light processional and an anthem by
a male quartette. The public is in
vited.
This is reunioi time for Dr. and Mrs.
R. J. Wasgatt, all the children being
home for the Christmas holiday.
Wesley arrived Tuesday from Dart
mouth. Martha is expected tomorrow
from V. of M.. Mary came over the
last of the week from Colby and
Cynthia the irrepressible is at hoipe
all the time.
“Christmas at Timothy’s Corners.”
a very pretty aftd interesting little
•play, will be presented by the chil
dren of t'he Littlefield Memorial Free
Baptist Sunday school at their
Christmas tree Friday evening at
7.30. Someone has announced also
that Santa Claus has promised to call
sometime during the evening.

Knowlton’s Market

SERVICE

An Anticipated Feast

urnming

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

152-153

Modern Woodmen meet at K. of P.
hall Friday night fur election of of
Ervin Curtis has been awarded the ficers at 7.30. Refreshments.
! contract for remodelling the two
stores in Odd Fellows’ block which
The Unlversalist church quartet
| are to be occupied by the Rockland has been engaged to sing at the
Loan & Building Association.
Christmas Day service of Claremont
Commandery and also at their instal
Automobile license numbers for lation Jan. 7.
, 1929 may be put on Dec. 25, but
Lieut. Cushman, in charge of the
Theodore Benner, aged 9. son of Mr.
j local district says that the old ones and Mrs. Ernest Benner while cutting
must not continue in use after Dec. Christmas trees Tuesday with Albert
; 3ist.
Levensaler cut one of his fingers off
and was taken to Knox Hospital.
1 The four-masted barkentine Reine
Marie Stewart, which has been tied
Miriam Rebekah Lodge admitted
up at Brown’s wharf, Portland for Miss Hazel Marshall to membership
several weeks, will have winter quar Tuesday night. A brief entertain
ters at “the head of sloop naviga ment was given, featuring Mrs. Ida
tion,” Thomaston.
Simmons and Miss Madeline Rogers
in readings.
Rockland High School is down
twice on Morse High’s basketball
A special guest at tlie I Jons Club
schedule this season, playing in Bath luncheon yesterday noon was Dr. Ed
Jan. 25, and playing Morse here win W. Gehring of Portland wlio.se
Feb. 15. The Bath outfit is counting presence In this city was occasioned
upon its games with Rumford and by a consultation case witli Dr. R. J.
Deering as its “big battles.”
Wasgatt.

The Boy Scouts will take posses
sion of their Megunticook Lake camp
over the weekend and will revert to
the aboriginal custom of occupying
an Indian tepee especially designed
to keep out cold weather and other
Men do not rest even when they enemies.
.
are being shaved, for the barber pre
vents their complete peace of mind,
High honors came to another Knox
—Dr. Ephraim R. Mulford.
County student at University of
Maine this week when Atwood Lev
ensaler of Rockland was elected pres
ident of the freshman class. The
young man is a son of Edwin S. and
Harriet (Wardwell) ILevensaler bf
this city.

New and Repossessed
...CARS...

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Only 1 hrec
Shopping
Days to
Christmas

at the

Israel Snow is working at Clark’s
j florist shop during the Christmas
I rush.

g NATIVE

8

IMONTON’

Congregational Church

TURKEYS 40c to 55c lb.«
We know that the quality of our turkeys will meet
with the approval of our patrons.

Doffs
Caramels
For Sale
Here

The Pilgrim Choir

The Educational Club opens Its
1 ninth season tonight.

We have all fresh killed Young Northern Turkeys.

Page Thre?
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PURE SILK HOSIERY
"CWears Longer"
No extra charge for Christmas box for each pair $1.50

X”Line
o4 long stride ahead

“Repello” Silk Stockings

—marvelous new
hose made by a mar
velous new process.
The “X” means X-tra
quality silk, X-tra
fine gauge, X-tra
length—and X-traordinary wear. Sheer
chiffon and cleancut service weight.

(Sold exclusively by us in Rockland)

$1.69 and $1.95 pair
The true and original Silk Hose that does not spot with
mud or water; it wipes right off. "Repello are simply
wonderful.

“TR1PPLETOE” HOSE for Men and Ladies

STATIONERY

All Modish Shades

A large assortment lowly priced 10c to $2.00. Our 25c,
50c, 75c and $1.00 boxes are leader values, made by lead
ing manufacturers, correct in quality and style.

Pair $1.00

The local basketball team known
as Pine Tree Boys, cleaned up the
J. SIMONTON CO.
L.P.C. Dragons In Thomaston last
night 39 to 29. Tomorrow night they
Christmas Tree Lighting Sets—
Mrs. Alfreda Griffin of 25 James
will launch a broadside against the
Red, green, purple, white electric
Rockport Rockets, the gam e being street is duly proud of a bed of
lights. Connects to any socket. Make t
played in conjunction with the Rock pansies which continues to bloom
it a safe Christmas. Price complete
port High-Stonington High game in during the Christmas season.
$1 and up. Central Maine Power
Rockport.
Company.
146-153
Frank Thompson, day clerk at tlie
I^Only five days more before Santa Claus comes. He's been
Christmas greetings have been re Thorndike Hotel, goes today to his
awfully busy lately and asked us to help him out in some of his
ceived from Mrs. 1). B. Miller of Cali Lewiston home for a month's vaca
work. We’ve got lots of his gifts in the store waiting for you to
fornia. Mrs. Miller is remembered as tion. The other Frank wil! substi
For Your
call for them. May we see you?
Suzanne Perry of tills city and for tute for him in the daily discussion
a? fcj?FOR MEN—
BOYS—
a number ef years was a valued of momentous topics.
Dress Shirts, Work Shirts and
Sheepskin Coats, Lumberjacks
member of The Courier-Gazette staff.
Flannel Shirts
She is happily married and her
Overcoats
The estimated proceeds of tlie
Night Shirts and Pajamas
home is at 10.487 Wellworth avenue, benefit motion picture "Annapolis" at
Red Coats and Mackinaws
Scarfs.
Mufflers
and
Neckties
Buy Your
Los Angeles
Strand Theatre Monday and Tues
Sweaters and Bath Robes
Gloves and Mittens
day amount to $275, this to be applied
Shirts or Blouses
Bath Robes and Sweaters
Tlie American Circus Corporation to the existing baseball deficit of
GOOSE, DUCK, FOWL
Laced Pants or School Pants
Beach Jackets
which comprises the Hagenbeck- 31,000. The directors plan to elimi
Golf or School Stockings
Fancy Stocking*:, Heavy
Wallace, Sells-Floto. Sparks and nate the Indebtedness this early so
or CHICKEN
Pajamas or Night Shirts
Wool Stockings or Working
John Robinson shows, has now as to start with a clean slate in the
Stockings
Rain Coats or Slickers
At
the
Retail
Poultry
Farm
whera
gobbled up Miller Brothers’ 101 Wild 1920 Maine Coast League season.
Gloves or Mittens
Arm Bands
West Circus. Those were once magic
they are Kept Alive to Dress when
Garters or Suspenders
Winter Hats or Caps
w
names in Rockland, but alas and
wanted
{^Everybody says it’s hard to think of something to give a man or
Roosevelt's famous rough riders in
alack! the height of our ambition
boy. We don’t esc just why. The above are some suggestions of
action
will
feature
the
free
moving
VERY BEST QUALITY
seems to lie a frowsy street carnival.
things that would please them.
picture at Park Theatre Saturday
PRICES REASONABLE
I^Any article purchased here may be exchanged or returned and
The Rockland Baseball Association morning at 10 o’clock. The picture is
a? money refunded after Christmas if not what wanted.
CLEANED AND DELIVERED
acknowledges gratefully a cheek for being sponsored by the Lions Club
310 from J. Waiter Strout of Thom through courtesy of Manager Carl M.
aston who not only patronized nearly Benson and the sole requirement is
every game last season but who be for each child to deposit one or more
Telephone 647-14
lieves that 20 men should not pay the potatoes at the door, tiie |rolatoes to lie |
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big deficit resulting from the good given to the needy.
sport that the general public saw for
a nominal fee.
Rumors to tlie effect that tlie Bap
tist Men's League was having its
When the new trawler Georgetown last season due to a changed policy i
left Bath Tuesday she carried as pas in the matter of serving suppers,
sengers President Newell of the Bath were
promptly
and
effectively
iron Works, and the former Port Silenced last night, by the statement
Clyde boy Chester Marshal), who is of the pastor, Rev. J. Charles Mac
interested in the craft's welfare by Donald. who stated that no matter
virtue of Us connection with the what financial policy theh church
Fairbanks-Morse Co., which installed might pursue, the league suppers
the motive power. T’he Boston Col would be continued. "I believe in the
lege and Holy Cross, also built by the League and want to see it succeed,"
Bath Iron Works.- are giving a good said Mr. MacDonald, amid much ap
account of themselves on the Grand plause. Vesper 'L. Packard was ad
Banks, and two more of the trawlers mitted to membership. Capt. Latighmay be constructed in the Bath yard. ton's lecture upon Japan was one of
the most vaulable addresses the
The announcement that Miss League has yet heard, and shed new
Esther Stevenson is to succeed Mrs. light upon a people, whom many
Americans have been prone to look
Eleanor Howard, resigned, as super
visor of music in the city schools, is upon as their enemy. Japan is look
meeting with gratifying response, her ing for peace, he said, and contrary
appolntmeht made possible only to the opirion of most persons the
through release from a similar po average coolie knows more about
sition in the Thottiastoii schools. Amerlea's national affairs than the
Miss Stevenson will continue her average American laborer knows
work in the Camden Schools where aoout Japan's national afafirs. (’apt.
A SMASHING DISCOUNT ON
she has met with unqualified success, Laughton was in command of a mis
having given operettas, organized ele sion ship and saw the inside of Jap
mentary orchestras, etc., in addition anese life.
to the regular line of work. She is a
graduate of the New England Con
An Assortment of fifty gomes, at
servatory of Music and has further half price is now on sale at Huston; : for : :
studied public school music through Tuttle's Book Store. We also have
means of summer schools. Before a few N'utting pictures to he sold at a
going to Camden, she had taught sue 25% discount. Beautiful assortments
cessfuily in Westbrook. She Is of leather writing cases, bridge sets
equipped for this work, not only and single packs are now on display.
with Extra Sizes up to 54
through her musical training, but be —adv.
,a c fii
cause of her aptitude for hoys and
girls and a gracious personality.
MANUFACTURER TO CONSUMER

&

AYER'S

Christmas Dinner

MONROE’S

WILLIS AYER
Rockland's Greatest

C-O-cl-t

Sale

Soon to be realized and enjoyed is the partaking of a Turkey from our Market. Our
Celebrated Turkeys have made a Reputation
for Themselves and for Us. But our Ducks,
Chickens, Fowl and Geese are equally High
in Grade or Tender in Quality.
But Turkey alone does not assure success.
For your Christmas Dinner you will need
many oi our Choice, Fresh, Tempting Eata
bles—Everything and Anything in the Food
Line. Better Call and Look Over Our Large
and Attractive Stocks—Your Phone Order
Will Receive Our Prompt Attention!

New Winter Coats
Misses and Women

BORN

Christmas Baskets

,. c . i A '. ■- i

,»

Attractive Baskets Are Always Appreciated
By Friends. We Specialize inMaklng Baskets
to Order, using the Choicest Fruits and Con
fections and arranging all in a Most Attract
ive Manner.

Merry Chrestmas To All

Hubbard Squash, Sweet Potatoes,
| Spanish Oniony Endives, Mushrooms, Peppers, Toy matoes, Radishes, Cauliflower, Spinach, Iceberg Letg tuce, White and Pascal Celery, Grapefruit, Tangerines, Red Emperor Grapes, Howell Pears, Winesap,
McIntosh Red and Delicious Apples, Layer Raisins,
Figs, Dates, Nuts, Pop Corn, Christmas Candies

KNOWLTON’S MARKET
NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD !

3tSiSdhSiSiSiSi»iSiStSiSi5tSiS*S(S(S(SiS(Si&SiSiStSiSiStSiSi»i9iS(»iS»Si3

The local Lions Chib caught tlie
Christmas spirit yesterday When it
voted to authorize Miss Corbett, city
matron, to fully clothe and equip for
winter four school children, mem
bers of a worthy family. It also
sponsors a free Christmas entertain
ment at Turk Theatre Saturday
morning when Manager Benson, col
lahorating with the club, will provide
an interesting picture for the kiddies
Each little guest will be required to
take a poi.ato and the accumulation
of spuds will later be distributed un
der Miss Corbett’s direction. Yes
terday’s meeting was attended by six
guests: Dr E. W Pcaslee, Charles
H. Berry and Lloyd Lawrence of the
Forty Club, Rev. Ernest Kenyon of
this city and Dr. E. W. Gerhing and
William L. Kelly of Portland. At
next Wednesday's noonday luneli
Christmas party will be staged
Manager Keating will provide a tree
and each member will furnish a
present for another: the names being
selected by lot. It is expected the
event will afford an opportunity of
unloading many neckties and dupli
cate gifts from the previous day's
accumulation.

MALI/ At Rockland. Per IS. to Mr. and Mrs
Pliarlrs H Wall, a daughter, Alvcrta Marne.
ACKLEY—At Rockland, Per. IS, to Mr. anti
Mrs. George W. Arkloy, a son.

Bowl at Carr’s Alleys to qualify
for "Low Score” bowling, something
new. for your Christmas Turkey.
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MONDAY EVENING

See 1 hem at

DECEMBER 24

Our Main Street Office, opp. Rankin Block

Give magazines for Christmas. Any
; magazine anywhere published, gift
1 cards furnished with all orders, new
| or renewal. Tel. 35-W. Fred R. filar-

Clark’s Orchestra

""n'

DIED
VIXAL At Arlington. Mass.. Iter. 16, Orra
B. Vlnal. a native of Vinalhaven, aged 112
years, lit months, 4 days.
MANSON At Rockland. Dec. 18. William E
Manson, aged 78 years, 5 months, ti days.
Funeral Thursday at 2 o’clock front St.
Peter's Episcopal church.
CARO OF THANKS

We wish to express our heartfelt thanks for
the many arts of kindness and sympathy ex
tended to os during the Illness and death of our
dear one ; alao for tlie beautiful floraLofferlngs.
A. IF. Flail. L. A. FOsil and family.

33d ANNUAL

Gift Ball
0F

Gen. Berry Hose Co.
AT

Watts Hall, Thomaston

Many Novelties and
Special Features

with Resulting

STARTLING
f LOW PRICES
First Quality Coats Trimmed with Shawl
and Crush Sets of

Caracul, Manchurian Wolf (Dog), and
Black Fox (kangaroo)

Materials: Finest Broadcloths, Suedes,
Vcnise and Chinchillas

Sale Ends

SATURDAY, DEC. 22
We will Be Open Til 10 o'clock

*

MODERN PANTS CO.

JP5
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Country triends. City friends. Far away
friends. Near-by friends. Maybe you have
many; perhaps only a few.
Your telephone, one of nineteen million
in the United States, forms a direct personal
link between you and your friends.
Take advantage of this quick, simple,
lcw-cost way
of talking with them
personally. On birthdays. On wedding
anniversaries. At Christmas time. When
someone is ill, send words of cheer. When
there’s news, tell them about it.
The cost of long distance telephoning
s surprisingly low. You can telephone
half way across the continent for only $5.
The most you can pay for a three minute
call by number within New England is
$2.95. Shorter distances in proportion—
and twice the speed of five years ago.

Happily Rounds Out Its Fall Term
With a Fine Program.

The Christmas celebrations at the
Methodist church will take place
next Sunday morning at 10.30: and
on Christmas Eve at 7 o'clock. Both
occasions will be held in the church
auditorium which will be decorated
for the occasion. At the morning
service, there will be singing of j
Christmas carols: the giving of the ■
great Christmas story, “The Story of !
Eagerheart." for the young people;
and the Christmas sermon from the ]
text. “Where is He. that is born King
of the Jews?” Matt. 2:2. Bring a
tithe of the week, as your offering.
On the evening of Dec. 24 the annual
Christmas tree and concert will take
place, presided over by Donald
Knapp. Readings, dialogues, carols,
instrumental music, stories, etc., will
constitute the program. Old Santa
will be ir. attendance. Come early
and get a good seat.
Charles 11. Stenger is having a
porch 40x13 feet built on his house
at the Harbor. There will be garage
room underneath.
Miss Ellen Thompson of Rockland
is spending two weeks' vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Thompson.
Mrs. Margaret Rowland is passing
the Christmas vacation at her home
on Matinicus.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Bossa and
Mrs. Alice F. Wood motored to Port
land Tuesday.
Mrs. Wallace Jackson and children
of Rockland visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Carter recently.
Miss Wilma Cushman of Matinicus
is spending her vacation with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cush
man.
Miss Sarah Teel and Miss Goldie
Prior of Medomak visited Miss Teel's
sister. Mrs. Melvin Burns last week.
The h ime of Francis Winchen
baugh at the Harbor is rapidly near
ing completion, and Mr. Winchen
baugh expects to be able to occupy
it in about a week.
Mrs. Elmer Prior and son Elmer
have returned home from Mrs. Lizzie
Thompson's
Mrs. Thomas Benner is selling a
lot of Christmas goods such as neck
ties. garters, stockings and combina
tion sets for men. women and child
ren. There is nothing that makes a
better present than a good pair of
stockings and there is still a good
variety to pick from. Everyone in
vited to cal! afternoons and evenings.
—adv.

How to Escape

FLU
Avoid so far as possible the places where
1 flu germs are most apt to be; crowded cars;
public meeting places; warm, stuffy rooms.

2

Get lots of rest. Eat plenty of citrus fruits.
Keep the bowels open. Take eveiy precau
3 tion to keep in good physical condition, so
your system will have high resistor ce against
germs.

Above all, avoid catching cold. Any cold may
be the forerunner of flu. Take Bayer As
pirin at the first sign of a cold and you can
ward it off. Gargle with Bayer Aspirin at
first sign of sore throat as this will remove
the infection.

WALDOBORO

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

So^DtHerent
^Christmas
the Everyday Dinner
to*

B
finest

As Delicious As
,BAXTERS FINEST

Peas

6 GSIfS
F
YOUR
DEALER HAS IT

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs have
been in Portland a few days.
New ieiephones have been installed
in the office of the Central Maine
Power Co., tfnd the residences of
John Dvorak and Floyd Wotton.
Miss Marcia Blaney and Mrs.
Maude Clark Gay were in Portland
last wetk.
Mrs. Albert Benner entertained the
Bridge Club at its last meeting. Mrs.
Nellie Boggs and Mrs. Ida Stahl were
honor winners.
Kenneth Weston has been the
guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
S. H. Weston.
Mrs. Kelsey Lash was in Portland
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Larrabee and
Mrs. Rose Post of Rockland were at
Mrs. Isadore Hoffses’ Sunday.
Schools in town close Friday for a
vacation of one week with the ex
ception of the High and Grammar
schools which will have a two weeks'
vacation.
Stated meeting Wiwurna Chap
ter. O.E.S., next Tuesday evening. A
Christmas tree and program will be
i enjoyed and members are requested
to contribute a ten cent present for
the tree. Refreshments wdll be served
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Woodbury
were in Portland last week.
Miss Stella Viles who attends
I business school in Boston, is at home
for the holidays.
Mrs. S. H. Weston was hostess at
' the last meeting of the Auction Club.
Mrs Harold Smith held highest score.
The new train schedule is as fol
lows: East bound—9.40 am.; 2.30
p.m.; 6.42 p.m. West bound—8.46
am.; 3.05 p.m.; 6.31 p.m.
Mrs. W. C. Flint has been spending
a few days in Portland.
Mrs. Elsie Thomas, XIrs. Lydia
Caddy. Mrs. Henry Ewell, Mr. and
Mrs. Elward Hilt and son Valmore
and Melvin Gilchrest of St. George
were recent guests of Mrs. Florence
Shuman.
The December meeting of the I’arent-Teacher Association had a pleas
ing program.
The Harvard play,
“Two Crooks and a Woman," was
finely presented hy Misses Dorothy
Miller. Marion Welt, Helen Calder, wood. Gertrude Burnes and Gilbert
Crowell and Kenneth Sabourin. Mrs.
! Ida Stahl gave a monologue. Harold
j Sprague played violin solos and
' Miss Elsie Mandell sang. The af
fair was in .charge of .Miss Ethel
Knowlton and Miss Pauline Moun
tain.
Mrs. Shirley Gross of Rockland is
visiting her mother Mrs. Cora Nash.
Natalie Hodgkins entertained Mon
day afternoon at the home of her
parents. Mr and Mrs. Fuller Hodg
kins. in honor of her sixth birthday.
Chris’mas decorations made the
rooms attractive and dainty refresh
ments were served the youthful
guests. Games were enjoyed, the
prizes going to Dorothy Waltz, Mar
jorie Colwell and Beverly 'Benner.
Those present were Mary Miller.
Maxine Achorn, Olive Piper, Anne
Ashworth. Marie Fitch, Chrystal
Fitch. Madelyn Howell, Beverly Ben
ner. Allison Colwell. Marjorie Colwell
Dorothy Waltz. Reta Waltz. Joyce
Porter and the hostess. Natalie
Hodgkins.

PALERMO

Sherwin-Williams Products

Mr. an 1 Mrs. Stanford Brown were
Sunday visitors in Somerville.
Per?y Saban has moved to I. N.
Quigg’s mill at East Palermo.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morang and
family were Sunday guests of Mr
and Mrs. Harold Saban.
Robert Overlook of South Liberty
was a Sunday visitor in town.
Ross Hannan and family have
moved to East Palermo where he will
work for I. N. Quigg.
Howard Leigher of South Liberty
was in town Friday.
Roy Lenfest of South Liberty has
moved his family here and will work
for I. N. Quigg.
John Tibbetts and family were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. M.
1. Greeley in Windsor.

Be careful of close contact with ethers and
beware of all coughers and sneezers; breathe
through the nose.

If you have any reason to suspect even a

5 touch of flu, call your doctor.

UROPERN £*CURSIONS

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

BILLION FLOWERS
PICKED

Whatever the gentlemen may think,
I should think that one of the first
places in Europe that the ladies |
would choose for a holiday would '
he Grasse on the French Riviera.
Why? Because it has 'been synony
mous with their best loved perfumes
for centuries. It is not a large re
sort, its Casino is small compared to
Cannes and Nice, but the climate Is
mild and lovely. It has quaint streets
and, of course, its perfume facto
ries, but you must be here in the
spring for its flowsr Helds, begin
ning with the violet in February.
The hyacinths and Jonquils come in
March and April, while the next two
months bring the carnations, orange
blossoms and the roses. Twelve bil
lion flowers are picked here every
year for the famous perfumes, it re
quires, I found. 45 pounds of rose
leaves to make one gramme of otto
of rose; and nearly three pounds of
orange blossom petals to make one
gramme of Neroly, which is used in
the making of Eau de Cologne. The
flower extracts are made by placing
violets, jasmine and hyacinths be
tween lard-coated sheets of glass. I've
often wondered why some perfumes
cost so much. They ought to. is my
present belief, for thousands of the
loveliest things in old Provence have
passed from our eyes to fill our nos
trils with what some think an equal
delight.

Split In Electoral Vote
The
presidential
electors
are
chosen by popular vote in each State
The general rule is that if a po
litical party carries the State it
elects all the electors. But there are
occasional exceptions. Electors in
the same State do not always get
exactly the same number of votes.
For instance, in California in 1880
one of the six Democratic electoral
candidates, who was personally un
popular. failed to be elected. a!-<
though the other five were. Conse
quently there was a split in the
electoral vote of the State, the Dem
ocrats having five and the Republi
cans one.
In Maryland In 1904
though the Republican ticket polled
rr.oro votes than the Democrats, the
electoral vote was split, seven to
one. in favor of the Democrats.
Again in 1908, when the Republicans
got even more popular votes, the
electoral vote was six to two in favor
of the Democrats. In 1916 West Vir
ginia gave Wilson one electoral vote
and Hughes eight. This was because
that just before the election one of
the Republican electors withdrew. A
man named Scott was chosen to take
his place. But meanwhile the ballots
had been printed in several of the
counties and Scott's name was of
course omitted. Thais he lost his
vete in these counties and the Demo
crat having the highest number of
votes had more than he.

Select corn at husking time, if it
was not selected from the standing
p’ants. The poorest place to select
seed corn is from the crib at planting
time.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Security Trust Company will be held at
its banking rooms al Rockland, Maine, on
Tuesday, .Ian. 8. 1929, at 19 o'clock a. in., for
(he choice of a Board of Directors and an
Executive Committee for the ensuing year, and
for the transaction of such business as may
legally come before them.
J. C. I’KRRY, Clerk.
Rockland. Me.. Dec. 11. 1928.
149-Th-2
AN N U Al7~M E ETIN G 0F~ T H E~R"0CKLAN 0
NATIONAL BANK

Notice is hereby given that the annual meet
ing of the Stockholders of the Rockland Na
tional Bank will he held at Its hanking rooms
on Tuesday, January 8, 1929, at 19 o’clock
a. m. to fix the number of and elect a Board
of Directors for the ensuing year, and to
transact such other business as muy properly
come before the meeting.
Per order,
.1. W ROBINSON. Cashier.
Rockland, Me.. Dec 6, 1928.
146 Th 2
ANNUAL-MEETING-OF THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Thomaston National Bank, for choice of
directors, and such other business as may
legally come before them, will be held at their
hanking rooms on Tuesday, January 8, 1929, at
"A Song of Santa Clans'*............... ........ School 1.30 o’clock p. m.
Per order,
“Welcome" .............................. Frances Leonard
J. WALTER STROUT, Cashier.
“Getting a Christmas Tree"..... Clinton Cargill
Thomaston.
Me.. Dec 5, 1928._____ 146-Tb-2
“A Christmas Kve Adventure" ......................
......................................... Marguerite Leonard
THE GEORGES NATIONAL BANK
“A Christmas Welcome" ...... Percy 'Merrifield
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
“Bobby’s Query" ....................... Stanley Young The Georges National Bank of Thomaston will
Song—“Santa Claus” .......................................
he held at banking rooms of said bank on
............... Eight Children from lower Grades Tuesday, January 8, 1929 at 19 o’clock, a. in.
“The Two Little Stockings" .... Arlelie Overlock for the following purposes, to wit:
“What We Can Give” ............... Pauline Young
1st. To see if the stockholders will vote to
“Grandma's Mistake" ........... Laverna Young amend Sec. 3 of the articles of association so
"Why Christmas Conics latte" .......................
as to now read,The Board of Directors shall
.......................................... Beatrice Merrifield consist of not less than five and not more than
"The Approach of Christmas" .. . Merrttt Hyler ten shareholders. The number of directors
Dialogue "A Merry Christmas" ...................
elected at each annual meeting shall con
Mary Younr. Frances Leonard, Austin Lead- stitute the boa hl for the year.
better, Sumner Leadbetter
2nd. To fix the number and elect a board
Song—“A Christinas Good-night" ...............
of Directors for the ensuing year, and fo
................... Shirley Cargill, Clinton Cargill transact any other business that may legally
"I Wonder" ......................... Joseph Leonard, Jr. come before them.
"A Visit From Saint Nicholas," Phyllis Leonard
Per order
"Blaying Santa Claus" ........... Shirley Cargill
L. S LEVENSALER.
"My Favorite Tree" ........... Austin Leadbetter
Thomaston, Maine, Dec. .*», 1928. 146-Th-2
"A Boy at Christmas" ..... Frankie Baehelder
Dialogue—"Waiting l’p For ISanta Claus" ....
............. Stanley Young, Beatrice Merrltield
"Jessie's Christmas Present." Allene Overlook
"Sing a Song of Christmas" ............... School
“An Impatient Waiter" .......... . Keith Young
"I'll Take What Santa Brings" ... Mary Young
"Kris Kringies Surprise,” Marguerite Leonard
"A Christinas A,rustic'" ...................................
............................... Sixth and Eighth Grades
Victrola "Aunt Dinah's Quilting Party"
Situated on a beautiful park
“A Present For Mamma." Ernest Payson. Jr.
Displaying an enaemble of pahna a A 4
"How Santa Claus Cante" ....... Shirley Cargill
"Enough For All" ............. Sumner Leadbetter
tropical plants, overlooking Lake
Worth with a view of Palis Reach ort
"Santa Claus is Coming" ....... Luverna Young
tbe opposite ihore.
Victrola—."Jingle Bells"
A Young Santa"............... Frankie Batchelder
tlb rooms—each with private bath .. v
European Plan . . . Moderate retea
An added attraction was when
• • , electric heat irt all room*.'
Arnold Teague I Impersonating Kanin
*■
Open all Year

EM

Claus) was introduced hy Frankie
Batchelder who represented Santa's
son. Santa's remarks and appear
ance caused much merriment. es|iecially among the pupils while the
gifts were being distributed. Miss
Starrett received several beautiful re
membrances from her pupils. At the
close Santa hade everyone a Merry
Christmas and a good night.
The company then proceeded to at
tend the sales of candy, popcorn, and
fancy work. One of the outstanding
features was the winning of a pound
box of candy hy Joseph I-eonard, Sr.
There were 60 visitors including peo
ple from Rockland. East Union, South
Union. East Warren and Warren vil
lage. as well as the parents and friends
of the neighborhood. The neat lit
tle sum of $16 was realized by the
school.
The pupils who had a perfect at
tendance for the fall term of 15 weeks
were Clinton Cargill. Ernest Payson,
Ir., Stanley Young. Mary Young. Iatverna Young and Keith Young. Thune
absent hut one day were Frankie
Batchelder anil Merritt Hyler. There
are 19 pupils enrolled in the school
and the reci rds show an average at
tendance of 17. There were no cases
of tardiness and only two dismissals
during the whole term.

HENRY J. DYNES. Uff.

Regular Sailings from

ROCKLAND
Steamer CORNISH freight only leaves
Rocklaml for Boston Wednesdays and
Saturdays, at about 5.45 I’. XI.; leaves
Rockland for Bangor and intermedi
ate landings, Tuesdays and Fridays
at about 5.30 A. XI.
Steamer WESTPORT, freight and
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
Harbor and intermediate landings,
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M..
for Brooklin and intermediate land
ings, on Mondays and Thursdays at
7.30 A. XI.

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

for

Augusta, ts.05 a. m , |2.2O p. m., |5.55p. in.
Bangor, fS.0.5 a. m , f.5.55 p. in.
^Boston, ts.05 a. m , |2 20 p. m , {2.40‘p. m.,
Brunswick, |8.05 a. in., f2.20 p. in , §2.40 p. in.
to.55 p. m.
Lewiston, 18.05 a. in , |2 20 p. in., §2.43 p m.
PORT CLYDE
New York, |2.2O p. in., §2.40 p. in
Lewis Marshall who is spending the Portland, f8.05 a. ra., f2.20 p. nt , §2.40 p. m.
15.55 p. m.
winter in Stockton Springs was home Waterville,
a. in., 12.20 p. in , to.55 p m.
Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
Sunday to attend the funeral of his

By Edwin Robert Vatre

TWELVE

A happy time was enjoyed by
everybody at the Pleasantville school
Friday evening when an entertain
ment and Christmas tree was given
by the pupils, under suprvialon of the
teacher. Miss Jennie Starrett. The
room was prettily decorated with red
and green crepe paper streamers,
(koinsettias. candles and .red crepe
paper sash curtains at the windows.
The tree adorned with its decorations
was also heavily laden with gifts.
Bags made to represent Kalita, tilled
witli nuts and candies, were presented
the pupils b>' their teacher, and they
added much to the attractiveness of
the tree. The following program was
unusually well given:

Ctl.cr D .y

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SECURITY
TRUST COMPANY*

PLEASANTVILLE SCHOOL

FRIENDSHIP

19,000,000

F.

*<><*«*€><’<’€*<*€*«*€*€*<

t

Qth(
HORIZONTAL
1-Central figure In
Shakespearean
play
7- Balt
8- Englneer for whom
famous bridge Is
named
10- Perched
11- Retardatlon of
mechanical
movement
13-Studled hard
(slang)
15- Played the first
card
16- A minced oath
18-Cushlon
20- Prlnter’e measure
21- Produelng motion
23- Otherwlae
24- tmportant European
city
26-Empower
25- 8ymbol for
beryllium
29- Hlgh naval officer
(abbr.)
30- Small disk of
medicine

IHT CWMATIONAl SVNO'CATC

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
S4-Freed from
anything hurtful
37- Book of the Bible
(abbr.)
38- Bounty
40- Preflx meaning
“again”
41- Taate
43- Movea In a
particular direction
44- Fasten
45-Wiae saying
47-The face (slang)
48- Small cake
49- No one (Latin)
51-Famous garden
53-Mocked

VERTICAL
1-At a Iota
2- Financlal officer
(abbr.)
3- Clty In Montana
4- An ambassador
5- Southern State
(abbr.)
6- Unutual
7- Boy
9-8lp
10-Prefix. Half

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12-Epoch
14- Prlson
15- Trlbe of Levi
16- Storage place for
coal
17- Clamor
19-Pottery center
21-An evil omen
22- Burdensome
responsibilities
25-Recede
27-Offensive
31-Central line
32- Wear away
33- Vlbratory motion
34- Pressed closely
together, as a
crowd
35- Feminlne suffix
36- lreland
39-Horned animal of
Africa
42-Greek god of flocks
and herds
44-Play on words
46-United together
48-Couch
50-Pronoun
52-Prefix meaning
“from”

Solution to Previous Puzzle

brother.
Mrs. Maud Stone and son Charles
were in Rockland Saturday.
Christmas will be observed hy a
concert and tree in the A. C. church
next Saturday evening and in tlie
Baptist church Christmas Eve.
Mrs Linda Hart has been in Searboro for 10 days. She wras called
there hy the death of Mrs. Orris Ma
loney. formerly Miss Minnie Williams
of Thomaston. Mr. Maloney was at
one time resident of this place.
Miss Esther Seavey celebrated her
birthday with a party in the library
where 21 of her friends attended. A
jolly good time is reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Simmons spent
Thursday in Tenant’s Harbor.
Funeral services for the late Ed
ward Marshall were held in the Bap
tist chapel Sunday afternoon. Rev. S.
E. Packard officiating. Mr. Marshall
was a former resident of this place,
but had made his home in Rockland
the past few years. He leaves two
brothers Lewis Marshall of this place
and John Marshall of Vinalhaven, and
several nieces and nephews.

LIBERTY
Mrs. Georgia Bowman was a visitor
at Mrs. Inez Leigher's recently.
Mrs. Gertie Peaslee of Jefferson
spent the weekend with her sister
Mrs. Inez Leigher.
Herbert Fuller and S. W. Powell
were recent business visitors in Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cheney of
Chelsea visited Mrs. Lottie Light
Sunday.
Alton Overlook of Augusta State
Hospital was in town Thursday.
Arthur Overlook. Rex Prescott and
W. M. Prescott were in Rockland re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Savage and
children spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Flanders.
Clifton Leigher and Madeline Suke
forth visited Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Leigher Sunday.
Mrs. Carl Sukeforth of Washington
was in this place Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. George O’Brien of
Vasralboro visited her mother Mrs
Dyer recently.

“SHERM" WILL STAY

APPLETON RIDGE
State Senator J. Sherman Douglas
of Lamolne has reconsidered his res
ignation as president of the Maine
. portsmen’s Fish and flame Associa
tion. He will continue to serve at
least until the annual election of of
ficers about Jan. 15.
Senator Douglas gave as his reason
for his resignation ill health which
prevented him from attending to the
business of the association. He now
says that his heath is so far improved
that he is willing to continue in the
office at least until the annual election. The decision of Senator Douglas
to continue In office in the opinion of
members of Hie association, will
greatly strengthen its position upon
measures which it will advocate at
the coining session of the Legislature.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.'
WINTER A RRA NGEM ENT
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.39, North Haven 7.30, vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.30.
Return Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven ut 3.45, Ston
ington at 4.45; due to arrive at Swan’s Island
about 6.15 P. M.
137-tf

WALTER D. HALL, M. D.
Hu opened nn office at
407 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Olfice Hours 1-3 and 7-8 P. M.
Telephone Rockland 1157

148-tf

R. H. BRITT

Civil Engineer
320 MAIN ST.
Surveys, Maps,

Plans,

ROCKLAN
Eatimati

Consultations
139-tf
DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8
Chiropractor
111 Limerock Stre»
(Corner Lincoln)
Lady in attendance
Phone 1163
Painless System
of Adjusting

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-Ray and Diagnoala
Olfice Houra: 9 to 12—1 to 8
OPEN EVENING8
BY APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
dl7 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
noexlai
Opp. Thorndike, Hotel. TaL 839-11
Olfice Hours—9 to H—I to (
Owning, hv Aonolntment

*00 Main St.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Suceeaeor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tai. 138

Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert. Mrs 15 Limerock St.
Rockland
Elizabeth Stanley Mrs. Gertrude
Graduate of American School of
Moody, Misses Alice Moody, Chrystal
Osteopathy
Stanley, Muriel Robbins, Faustina
Brown and tloseph Moody were in DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS
Belfast Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. VV. Cummings and
Osteopathic Physician
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Cole of Augusta
were Sunday visitors at A. H. and L
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
N. Moody’s.
Telephone 1295; Reaidanea 253-M
Colds and distemper are prevalent
79-tf
in this neighborhood, several persons
being quite ill.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Miss Lucy T. Moody is the guest of
j
relatives in Augusta.
;
ifflee
Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to I P. H
©TMI Q,1t»Si*T'ON*l g.MdhfAV*.
The weather and traveling are very
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
favorable for the Christmas shoppers
WHIN IN NEW Y03K—Remember that you
There will be a Christmas concert
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with and tree at the Baptist church Satur
Appointment. Telephone 184
home tows, af Hotallng’s News Agency,
day
evening.
Everybody
welcome.
398 West 49th street
THOMASTON, MR.
JJ

E'.

cry Oil.jr Cay

MS *« ME

< *« <

«« < < ««

DOWN FROM THE NECK

Rockladn Corner Caarf.a, Tlrrrcday, Cc.emtar 20, 1923

YOUR CHRISTMAS
TREE
%

NORTH HOPE

Kenneth Bennett and Evelyn Marriner wh^have been attending Camden
Old Timer Tells Us of a “Boll
High School are home for a two
weeks' vacation.
ing” 'Match He Saw At
The Wentworth brothers, Leland
Vinalhaven
will stand firm and not wobble if I and Lyman, are very busy now butch- I
.
I
ering hogs, both at home and in the
you use the
Vtnalheaving, Dec. Ateenth
nearby towns.
Sportink Eddytor of The CourieI Miss Clara Meservey of North Ap
pleton was weekend guest of her sis
Gazet,
ter Mrs. Alton Pease.
Hockyland, Mane
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease and chil
Dere Mister Eddytor: —
dren Lawrence, Robert, Evelyn June,
1 take mi pen in hand to tell you
and baby brother were guests Sunday
orbout the gosh darned boiling match
Supports any size tree—it cannot
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meservey,
1 raw down tu the Kaskade Bolling
tip. The most practical holder on
North Appleton.
Allis Monday nite iast. It seems tha?
Mr .and Mrs. E. W. Humphrey of
the market.
them “Grangers” warnt satysfide
Glencove were recent guests of her
r>
by beln beat 40 pins by thepi thar
father Daniel Ludwig.
Price 50 Cents
“Outlaws” tlie fust time, so they
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease, Mrs. Lusays: we’ll try ’em agin, in other
ella Tuttle and son William Pullen
By mail 10 cents extra
words we’ll go further and fare wuss.
and Mrs. Olive Pease motored to Port
And I think dere mister Eddytor that
Order early while stock is com
land Saturday and the same company
you'll agre with me that they fared
plete
minus Mr. Pullen motored to Thomas
wuss, for the returns show they was
ton Sunday where they were dinner
beat 125 pins.
guests of W. W. Gilchrest.
This feller Grimes that is capt. of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hall visited
the “Grangers” has been stuffin me
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Jackson, East
full of how he could boll, so I walked
Union last week.
70 Years a Seed Store
clear down frum Calderwood’s Neck
Miss Olive Pease who has been at
to se» the match hopin against hope.
tending Castine Normal is home for
Portland
Maine
I’ll hev tu admit the dern little cuss
two weeks’ vacation.
146&149
is purty good, but then he orter be
James Pease of Rockland and
coz he’s bill so close to the ally bis
Blaine Merrill of Camden were week
self its no job atall for him to boll.
end guests at the home of Mr. and
But shucks, he’s no better’n I was at
VINALHAVEN
Mrs J. D. Pease.
(without tubes)
his age, altho he’s no springboard
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Bennett and son
chicken.
Mrs.
R.
M.
Thompson
and
daugh

O FILL the curve of a Colo
Lloyd were at Mr. and Mrs. A. I.
Model 52 A. C. set with Atwater
Them
Outlaws
wuz
too
menny
guns
ters
Athene
and
Martha
left
Monday
Perry’s Sunday evening.
Kent receiver and speaker all-in-one.
nial staircase. ... to nestle
for the hayseeders housomever and for Boston. Dr. Thompson will join
Vises 1 rectifying and 6 A. C. tubes.
Donald Perry who has been ill the
beside your couch ... to go
this m ikes 2 strate matches they’ve them there Friday and they will be past two weeks with severe sore
wherever you want it . . . this
wun
from
1
team
and
they
are
so
guests or relatives over the holiday. throat and grippe cold is out again
inspections, and by our own
new all-in-one electric Model 52
swelled up with pomp and pride
Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer was in Rock and Sunday visited his cousin Mrs
guarantee.
there's.no touchin’ em with a 10 ft. land Monday to meet her husband, Alton Pease and family.
was designed.
; poll.
You
kant squash
them who returned from Detroit, Mich., Mr
It is satin-finished on all
Model 52 is only 30 inches
The next meeting of the Quilt Club
Grangers the for they are going to Dyer will spend two weeks with his will he at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
four sides. The music comes
high—yet it contains every
boll ’»im agin and will fite it out on family.
U. G. Pease Thursday afternoon.
through speaker grilles front
thing you need for perfect re
I this line if it takes all winter. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Tolford Durham will
The Hilltop Club held a record
and back. Power comes from
ception—at a price made possi
J cant fer the lifer me unnerstand why leave this week for Belfast to spend meeting and was royally entertained
the light socket at a cost of
ble by the tremendous econo
Cap. Grindel called his team “Out the holidays.
Saturday afternoon and evening at
a fraction of a cent an hour.
laws.”
They orter bin called Al
Miss Ruth Vinal of Rockland was the pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs
mies of quantity production.
| Smith’s' Crusaders coz they got Smith in town this week, the guest of rela Jethro D. Pease. The regular and
Constant performance is as
See it here today—the newest
and Robinson on the team and I tives.
always bountiful Hilltop supper was
sured by 294 factory tests or
in radio.
Friends of Mrs. David Osier will he served to a company of 55, with sev
I notice they cum last. Its funny how
sorry
to
learn
that
she
is
ill.
She
excited a feller can git when they
eral guests present. A fine program
Payments
boll in a match. I swallered my is at Sister Hospital. Waterville, □f music, recitations, dialogues,
chewin terbaccer once when it looked where she recently underwent a sur stories and the “Flip Flops’’ usual
gical operation.
like the Grangers might win.
spicy news and comment was en
Mrs. Aura Roberts and Mrs. Colin joyed. It was a “Christmas Sugges
And Mister Eddytor I heered that
them Grangers was goin but and Wood left Tuesday ifor Quincy, Mass. tion” meeting and many gifts were on
Authorized Agent For
Mrs. W. Y Fossett left Monday for display. Three tables at cards were
challenge the Old Timers. Say, you
couldn’t keep me down on the farm Sanford and Miss Avis Johnson will made up and a pleasant social eve
ATWATER-KENT RADIOS
that nite if it rained pitchforks and return to Vinalhaven with her. En ning was passed by all.
barnshuvels
If you’ll send me route they will attend the golden
NORTHEAST BATTERIES,
RADIO SUPPLIES
Christmas Tree and Entertainment
stamps to pay parcel post Mister wedding of Mr. and Mrs. A. IL Hun
A very successful term of school
UNION, MAINE
Eddytor I’ll take pen in hand agin ter at Damariscotta. Mrs. Hunter is taught hy Miss Florence Mixer of
and write you all about it. Just look a sister-in-law of Mrs. Fossett.
Auburn closed Friday. There was a
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Brown, son Christmas tree and entertainment in
at the skore:
Philip and daughter Betty Jane, left the afternoon when the following pro
Outlaws
numbers. X’rtc that the numbers
FREAKS OF FIGURES
H 99 94 288 Tuesday fot Rockland where they gram was given by the pupils:
may he arranged in pairs- -1 and 50, 2 Chilles ..................
and 49. 3 and 48, 4 and 47. 5 and 46. etc. Grlndle ...................... 88 81 88 257 will spend Christmas with Mrs. Welcome ......................................... Otto Bennett
What Doubting Tommy Got ....... Gyrus Bennett
. 80 82 231 Brown’s mother, Mrs. Rilla Bray.
Many o<hl and fascinating things You will also note that the sum of Gilchrist ...............
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Greenlaw and Tbe (’hristmas Birthday ........... Carolyn Pease
■can be done with figures. In this j each pair is 5J and that the total Smith .......................... 77 76 83 236
The Tree ....................................... Donovan Dyer
Robinson ................... 93 81 92 266 daughter Lida, left Monday for Port A Small Order ........................... Willard Pease
■number puzzle you are to determine , number of pairs is 25. Thus if you
land.
panto Claus ....................................... Earl Hoehe
multiply 51 by 25 the result will be
Ithe sum of the numbers from one to 1275, which is the sum of the numMrs. Basil Webster went to Rock Chisllnaa Joys .................... Lawrence Mutehe
422 417 439 1278
The Tragedy of the Christmas Candles .....
land Sunday and entered Knox
........... ...................................... Victoria Hoehe
Grangers
|50 inclusive without adding them I
- from 1 to 50 inclusive.—The
Hospital for treatment. She was ac A (’hristmas Dialogue ...................................
Fred
Geary
...
90
...........
77
86
253
| First study the relations
these i i‘uthftnh i.
Carolyn
Pease. Victoria Hoehe, Cyrus Bennett,
Frank Grimes ......... SI 67 92 240 companied hy her husband.
Loren Bennett, Jr.
Mrs. Mary Cassie and B. E. McEl A Christmas ( and ................... Arlene Bennett
Coombs ......... ........... 70 69 70 209
To
Santa
After
Christmas .... Ixuen Bennett. Jr.
roy
returned
to
Worcester,
Mass.,
A miro ............. ........... Sfi 67 61 214
Story The Wide Awake (’hristmas Tree ....
Geo. Geary ... ........... 80 74 S3 237 Tuesday. They were culled by the
........................................................ Miss Mixer
illness of Jack Gilchrist.
If You Don't Believe in Santa Claus ...........
J®............................................. Lloyd Bennett
Mrs. William Lawry entertained at
394 367 392 1153
Song—(’hristmas Bells ......................... School
bridge
Tuesday
evening.
Supper
was
Old Timer from Calderwood’s Neck
iSwrta arrived in time to distribute
served.
• • ♦ •
Ruth Bickford and Lena Gilchrist the .presents to the delight of the chil
The fast working Swedish paving were in Rockland Monday.
dren. A good delegation of parents
cutters drilled a few holes in the thick
The Sewing Club met Tuesday eve and other guests was present. Miss
skins of the Old Timers when they ning with Miss Elizabeth Pease and Mixer returned to Auburn Sunday for
met in the scheduled league match Mrs. Mary McNlchol.
i vacation of two weeks.
CHRISTMAS TREES
Tuesday night at the Cascade alleys,
Cora Vinal, Helen Carlon and
AND WREATHS
’hereby holding their tie position with Mildred Nelson were in the city
HOPE
Leave your ord r with us now and
the Crusaders. When the stone dust Monday.
Last Thursday evening Mr. and
we will supply y u with ar. < xeellent
had been swept off the alleys the score
Miss Louise Hardison is convales Mrs. Wallace Robbins entertained a
Spruce Tree cf Nursery St c’<, Maine
showed the hoys from the land of cing at Knox Hospital where she re
few friends in honor of his birthday
Grown, to be delivered at your door
ftjords leading by 75 pins. As things cently underwent an operation for
M. B. Hobbs and Roy Hobbs are in
on any day of the week before Christ
now stand the Crusaders must win appendicitis.
Philadelphia with their usual line of
mas.
*
from the Hosses in the last match of
’hristmas trees.
6 ft. high ......................................... $ .75
the schedule dated for Dec. 20 in order
Miss Helen Hobbs of Waterville is
8 ft. high ........................................... 100
SOUTH WALDOBORO
to hold the Swedes to a tie. Although
t home for a vacation from Colby
10 ft. high ......................................... 1.53
Thp Sunday school and day school
chances favor the Crusaders the
"ollege.
Laurel Wrca'hs, medium ................38
Hosses may yet throw a monkey hive combined and are to hold their
L. A. Weaver is showing a good line
Laurel Wreaths extralarge ........ 1.25
wrench into thp machinery and hy Christmas observation at the church if stationery, candies, cigars, gift
Please Mail Your Orders To Our
hunching a few good strings spill the Friday evening. Besides the play •ards, silk and cotton hosiery for tlie
Service Dept. or Phone 1142
Crusaders for a surprise. In event of which the children are to give Miss ’hristmas trade as well as groceries
a tie between the Swedes and Cru Frances Simtnons. has been engaged if the Nation-Wide reputation.
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
saders the resulting roll-off match to sing, and there will be a duet by
Schools closed last Friday for two,
will l>e one of the most exciting and Miss Evelyn Levensaler and Miss reeks. A few parents and friends
interesting ever staged in the historic Emma Boggs.
/isited on that day and with the chil
old Cascade alleys.
dren and teachers enjoyed the enter
it is reported on good authority that DEAF PUPILS TAUGHT
tainment, refreshments, Christmas
articles have been signed and a bond
LARGELY BY ORAL METHOD tree and merry time following. Durof $500 p sted to insure a special
ng the last term little Miss Dorothy
Of 17,582 pupils in institutions Kimball proudly carried the best dematch between Grimes’ “Grangers”
and the “Old Timers” Friday night and maintained in the United States for wrtment honors.
The Courier-Gazette wishes to inform the education and training of the
Next Saturday the Grange will hold
its wide circle of readers that it will deaf, 13,134 were enrolled during the i day session with dinner promptly
spare no expense to he First in the school year 1926-27 in 69 school it noon. A Christinas tree will be the
field with a full and detailed account wholly or partially supported hy the ittraction in the afternoon to which
of this sporting event that promises State, 3,515 in 83 schools conducted ill are cordially invited.
as a part of city school systems, and
so much in fun and fury.
Miss Merle Farnham left last week
The following score shows how 933 were in 16 schools under private or Long Island where she expects to
badly the Old Timers were beaten, control, according to information ipend the winter.
but like Napoleon's Old Guard they supplied the Interior Department.
E, L. True was in Augusta last
Bureau of Education, by 168 schools
die hut never surrender.
rhursday on business and looked in
for
the
deaf.
This
information
i>
Swedes
>n the State Grange session.
in a report published by the bureau
A SET OF NICE BRUSHES
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stone of RockCarl sen ..................«... 96 S3 96 275 as Bulletin 1928, No. 8. It shows ar
F. Youngquist .... .... 76 S9 81 246 increase of 3.217. or 22 per cent over and were at T. B. Noyes’ Sunday.
A CAN Or PAINT
~ A. Anderson ........ .... 95 93 85 273 the total number of pupils reported Mrs. Addie Bills and Miss Mary
Skoog ......................... 79 88 88 250 in 1922. Departments for the blind Mils are spending the holiday season
B. Youngquist .... .... 88 91 80 259 have been established in 17 of the vith relatives in Wlaltliani. Mass.
A SET OF CHRISTMAS TREE LAMPS
Miss Pauline True was guest for a
schools. A total of 2.303 instructors
434 444 425 1303 are employed in the 168 schools. Pu ’ew days of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Nash
ind family, Melvin Heights.
A CHARGER FOR THE RADIO
Old Timers
pils to the number of 13,762 were
Mrs. Adella Goding has gone to visit
taught speech by the oral method—
78
81
Sanborn
...............
....
93
252
ier sister Mrs. Nellie Wilkins in
A SET OF NEW RADIO TUBES
Jj
Johnson ................ .... 76 81 75 232 that is. bv lip reading or by speech Rockport and will remain over the
Drew ..................... .... 80 83 89 252 reading: and the auricular method lolidays.
A SET Or 3 BATTERIES
g Patrick ................ .... 79 105 79 263 which utilizes the hearing that re Raymond Ludwig, master of Hope
Hall ........................ s... 71 81 77 229 mains, was employed in teaching 646 □range was among those present at
pupils. State receipts for education
he State Grange meeting in Augusta
A NEWLY PAINTED AND PAPERED ROOM #
399 428 401 1228 of the deaf amounted during the ast week.
\
year to $7,095,631, and receipts of
y
private schools amounted to $273,216

Atwater Kent
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KAMI*

Osborn Christmas
Tree Holder

Kendall & Whitney

T

Convenient

RONALD R. MESSER

of

Useful Gifts

I

John A Karl & Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

L

0

'3

I

Columbus
’Miami's Finest Batf Front Hotel'
luropcan.
Plan. Overlooking City
Park and Beautiful
Biscai/nc Bau. In tire,
center of all activities.
WM. M. GALEr
Manager

deemmaitte!$00 GueutJ

BOCklhl ANB IMUOUMMION HJRNISMtD ON RfcQOtST

OWL’S HEAD
Everyone is sorry to hear that Cecil
Winslow, one of our town boys, who
has been employed in Portland the
past two months, is now in the hos
pital, ill with scarlet fever. His ad
dress is 1163 Brighton avenue and he
would be very glad to receive letters
and cards from his home friends.
Rehearsals are being held for tbe
concert which is to he given in the
church Christmas eve.

NORTH WALDOBORO

ONE IN TEN

Such Was the Ratio of Divorces To
Marriages In Year 1927

In tlie United States during last
year there was approximately a ratio
of one divorce ty every ten marriages
The estimate of this ratio was
made Sunday in the Census Bureau
■ preliminary figures for 1927 on mar’ riage and divorce. The figures indi• rated a steadily rising divorce rate
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you accompanied^ by a decline in mar
can buy copies of Tbe Courier-Gazette, with
the home news, at Hotallng’s News Agency, riages.
308 West 40th street.
Divorces granted during the year
numbered 192.937 an increase of
11,184 or 6 2 per cent above the pre
vious high year, which was 1926
Marriages for 1927 numbered 1,200,
694 or 1,880 less than in 1926.
The number of divorces in Nevada
during 1927 was 1,953, an increase nf
91 per cent over the State’s total of
Situated oa a beantifnl perk
divorces in 1926, producing a ratio
Diaplaylnf an ensemble of palms end
tropical plants, overlooking Lake
of 25.23 divorces per 1,000 of the
Worth with a view of Paia Beech M
State’s population in one year.
the opposite shore.
The lowest divorce rate for a State
216 rooms—etch with prlvots bath ..»
Luropcan Plan . . . Moderate rates
was found In New York, amounting
•.. electric heat irt alt rooms.
to hut 0.44 divorces per 1.000 popula
Open all Year
HENRY J DYNXS. M<r.
tion in 1927, though the District of
Columbia had a ratio down to 0.27.

Pa c

Miss Bcs.sie Stone who has been
visiting friends in this place returned
Monday to her home at Haverhill,
Mass.
Lydia Morse, A. VV. Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Stahl. Belle
Sprague. Bert Bogues, .Margaret (’al
der wood,
Mrs.
Hildebrandt and
daughter Ella George iFlanders, Mr.
ind Mrs. Everett Shuman. E. L.
Miller, Marjorie Burgess and Alice
Winchenbach attended State Grange
it Augusta last week. The last nine
mentioned took the sixth degree
Wednesday evening.
^Irs. Laura Teague who has been
ill is gaining in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Shuman,
Belle Sprague, Margaret Calderwood Guy Ames, George Flanders
and Bert Rogues attended Pomonf
Tuesday at Gdgecomh.

LOANS
FIRSTOR SECOND MORTGAGES
ON REAL ESTATE

HARRY BERMAN
423 MAIN ST. ROOM 3
TEL. 428-M
ROCKLAND

________ ____________

113-Th-tf

Fine Poultry, Beef, Lamb, Pork,
Veal, Fresh Fish, Fruits and
Vegetables

Imported and Domestic Staple and
Fancy Foods, Choice Teas and
Coffees

VALUES

462 Main St.
Rockland, Me.

462 Main St.
Rockland, Me.

BEYOND COMPARISON

GROCERIES
LUCKY STRIKES, OLD GOLD, CAMELS
CHESTERFIELDS

1.15

CIGARETTES carton

PORK TO ROAST
RIB Q1
CHIME

3 PKGS. 35c

GINGER ALE
c. & c.
2 for 25c

MEATS
STEAKS Porterhouse
Rump

CLIQUOT CLUB

2 for 29c

A REAL BUY

19c

LAYER FIGS, lb.

END

24c

END

BEST PORK

SAUSAGE, lb.

29c

FRESH

SHOULDERS, lb.
29c CHOPS

PLUM PUDDING, eadb
RIBBON CANDY
2 L 43c

55c
55c

19c

nd

S'

PORK CHOPS center cuts lb 29c
RIB LAMB CHOPS
lb 39c
LOIN LAMB CHOPS
lb 59c
BEST RIB

OCEAN SPRAY

CRANBERRY SAUCE

I 9c ROAST BEEF, Ik
*

No. 1
Can

39c

BONELESS

BELL’S

35c
POULTRY SEASONING, pkg Sc UNDERCUTS BEEF, lb.
FRESH VEGETABLES
TURKEYS
SQUASH
TURNIP
CELERY
LETTUCE
CAULIFLOWER
RADISHES
SPINACH
MUSHROOMS
TOMATOES
ORANGES
BANANAS
TANGERINES

Indications are for LOWER PRICES on Christmas
T urkeys

ORDER YOIJRS NOW

The Loaf with the Home Baked Flavor

GRANDMOTHER’S BREAD

8

LARGE

La.

c

(pniE'iifp e@.
II llif* & IrZMkifelllrlllb
©BliAY Zrlll II1 ^Ikillf
NORTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. JFameson have
been entertaining their nephew Wes
ley Jam’son Jr., <xf St. Paul, Minn.,
and his friend of Massachusetts the
past week.
Austin Kalloch attended State
Grange at Augusta.
Mrs. Bertha Castner is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Cora Nash in Waldoboro.
•Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank and son
were in Rockland Saturday.
Mrs. Lula Williamson has been
passing a few days with her sister
Mrs. Iza Mank.
Ruth Lenox has returned home
from the village where she visited
friends.
Mrs. L. D.. Gammon has been vis
iting in Rockland for a few days.

MORTIMER’S FILLING STATION
OYSTER RIVER BRIDGE
STATE HIGHWAY TO WARREN AND UNION

Confectionery, Tobaccos, Ice Cream, Cold Drinks
Light Lunches To I ake Out
Try our FRIED OR STEAMED CLAMS
I hey Are Delicious !
PARTIES ACCOMMODATED BY TELEPHONE
131-153

GROSS NECK
Mrs. Alden Waltz visited her sis
ter Mrs. Alden Eugley at Kaler’s
Corner Sunday.
Mrs.
L. Eugley, Mrs. William
Gross, Miss Evelyn Morse and Ralph
Eugley were in Rockland Friday.
Several pupils of the school here
are making line progress in penman
ship under the instruction of Miss
Florenc» Creamer.
The following
have been awarded Palmer Method
pins by the A. N. Palmer Co., Alice
Simmons, Alcada Genthner, Ida Mae
Winchenbach, Celia Morse and Mary
Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz and
daughter cf Waldoboro were visit
ors Friday at Alfred Waltz.’

-c/l
Hl
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Cheer/;
^Christmas 1 ruly Cheers When the Gifts Bestowed
and Received Are the Practical and Lasting Sort

BURKET1VILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Turner were In
Rockland Thursday.
Mrs. Ada Mitchell is in South Union
caring for Mrs. Raymond Carleton.
W. \V. IJght of Washington was a
m
visitor at Andrew Rokes’ Friday.
Linwood Smith of Augusta spent
Sunday at Charles Smith's.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Moores of
Washington were at Charles Grin
nell s Sunday.
Ehcn l.inscott is in South Paris to
remain through the winter.

^We Have An Abundance of Practical Gifts—the
One Sensible Solution to the Christmas Problem for
All the Family

Pyrex Ovenware

Aluminum Ware

Casseroles, Pie Plates, Tea Percolators, Kettles, Roasters.
Pots
Dozens to choose from
The Modern Guaranteed Bak
Guaranteed
ing Utensils

Vacuum Bottles

Cake Boxes

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

Boxe3 in White or
Color
Keep the Contents Moist and
Fresh

Bread

PLUMBING, HEATING
Telephone 244-W
106 Pleasant Street
Rockland

Ingersoll Watches

Manufacturer of

Lots of them—Ideal Gifts—
a'l styles

And Dealer In

50c to $3.50

NATIVE AND SCOTCH
GRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES.
ETC.

Seasonable and Sensible
Gift
Also Shears ar.d Scissors

Sanola

Pocket Knives

CEMETERY WORK

Carving Sets
A

Wrist Watches, all styles.
Pocket Watches and
Alarm Clocks

SIMON K. HART

The One Best Bathroom
Fixture
Cheapest in the end every
time

FISHING TACKLE (£

Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets

TEL. 911-M

The Famous Universal
The Highest Quality
at Reasonable Prices

Is there a better or more appreciated gift to the man? We have
a very good assortment and salesmen who know the fisherman’s
needs.

ROCKLAND
95Th-tf

I'#’ IHP

\tA SA

BURfEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thia firm haa
faithfully served the fami
lial of Knox Caunty.
Lady Attendant
Tai. Day 450; Night 711-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

g

TOYS AT COST
Wc are Closing Our Our Toy Department.

Hence Our Limited

Supply of Toys will be Sold at Truly Bargain Prices

I
Sr

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
(Successors to Rockland Hardware

& 408 Main Street

&

Co.)

Rockland

‘S
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‘€

Rockbdn

What More Acceptable
Gift Could You Choose ?

For Over Fifty Years This Store Has Had the Reputation of Hand
ling Only the Finest Quality Diamonds at Honest Prices. Wc Take
Pride in Maintaining This High Standard

Consider the Peerless Elgin Watch in Green or White Gold $18.00 to
$50.00. No gift for a man could be more appropriate than a Watch—Elgin,
Waltham, Hamilton—Note the beautiful new ‘Stream Line” Elgin
For Her—The New Elgin Wrist Watch in White Gold
Silk or Gold Filled Bracelets $25.00 to $50.00

Drives Away
Thoughts of Cold!

w UP

»

Health Seal Sale

At the close of school last Friday
7,818 health seals had been sold by
the children
Considering that the
attendance, because of vaccination
has been far below normal in the
grades for the past two weeks, the
results of the sale are very satis
factory. Yet we would like to go
over the lop. Thomaston's allotment
is 10.009 seals together with i|35 in
health bonds. Those who have not
yet helped the good work will find
an opportunity to purchase seals and
bonds (in denominations of $5 and
$10) at the postoffice each noon from
the Girl Scouts. Every penny invest
ed means better health for our own
State of Maine, for the State retains
90 per cent of the money from the
Christmas sale and remits 10 per
cent to the national health organiza
tion. A book was offered this year
as a prize to the grade which sold
the most seals in proportion to its
enrollment. These are the results
with Miss Luce's grade in the lead:
1st grade, 19,8%; 2nd, 18.8%; 3d
28.391; 4th. 56.2%; 5th, 61.6%: 6th
54.2%; 7th. 33.1%. The 8th •gradi
sold 3eals, but did not compete in
the contest, the book being much
better adapted to the lower grade*
While the book goes to Miss Luce
grade because of the highest per
cent. Miss Robertson's grade is lead
ing in the amount of seals sold. A
small amount of money now will put
the health sale over the top. Buy
and help Thomaston to sell its quota.

Don't forget that Insurance Pol
icy for your family. The best Christ
mas gift you would give them. New
York Life Insurance Co., Earl F.
Woodcock, agent.
132-153

■'ON MY SET”
"Little Town of Bethlehem"
was sung by the Friendly Five
over WEEI Tuesday forenoon in
response to a special request
from a radio fan in Ten
ant’s Harbor. I gathered from
the broadcaster's remarks that
he had some time or other been
a summer visitor at Glenmere.

••• •••
The opera “The Jewess," pre
sented by the Chicago Opera Co.
and broadcast over a chain of
stations was last night’s feature
between 10 and 11 o'clock. It Is
difficult to see how it could have
been heard to better advantage
in the hall, itself,

PYRALIN IVORY
LA TAUSCA PEARLS $10 TO $50
SILVERWARE
CLOCKS AND WATCHES
NOVELTIES
JEWELRY

II z? / V®
Ibo -gio

A Complete Line of Seth Thomas Cocks
COMMUNITY PLATE—The Largest Assortment in Knox County

M

e. K. MORSE
344 Main Street

1$

Rockland
151-132

Christmas Sale
Fancy Turkeys lb 42c
Any Size Bird and a Large Lot To Select From If You Come Early.
est We Have Ever Off fered Fancy Turkeys

____________ MONDAY_____________

Very Fancy Fat Birds. These Are Positively the First Rice Fed Turkeys Ever
Offered For Sale in the City of Rockland. They Come To Us Highly Recom
mended and We Believe They Are of Superior Quality.
You Will Notice The
Price Is Very Low.

Fine Granulated Sugar, 10 pounds......................... 65c
Bananas, 2 pounds .................................................... 25c

Frozen Strawberries, pound....................................... 25c
Bring in your Doll Cards and get a $3.00 Doll for 99c
Moxie (contents), bottle ........................................ 16c

Corned Beef, pound ............................................... 15c
Pineapple, sliced, large cans, each........................... 29c
Corn, Yellow Bantam, 3 cans .............................. 50c'
Peas, Early June, tender, 3 cans..............................50c

Mint Jelly, Jar................ 15c; 2 jars for ............... 25c
Pure Apple Jelly, 2 jars........................... ................ 25c
Strawberry Preserves, 2 pound jar .... ............... 47c
Cherries, imported, jar............................ 10c, 15c, 25c

Grape Juice, pint bottles, each ........... ............... 39c
Marshmallows, 12 ounce tins, each .... ............... 21c
Plum Pudding, Heinz, can ..................................... 42c

Lost and Found

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.

BE YOUB MERRIEST

TELEPHONE .......................................... 770

Wanted
1

WANTED--Posltb < as housekeeper tor gen-l
tleman, with or without children. M. A. H
21 Elm St., Camden, Me.
152*154|
WANTED—Sewing on children's clothes,
housedresses; aprons, etc. Inquire at 8 FUL-I
TON ST., City.
150*tf|
WANTED—Position as housekeeper. MRS.I
FLORA GRANT, 2 Georges St., Thomaston.
150*125|
WANTED- Kitchen
girl
at
WlNDSOlJ
HOTEx
150-tf|
WANTED—Responsible solicitors to sell thel
perfected and patented Lynn Oil Burners.l
ARTHUR SHEA CO.. 487 Main St., Rockland.l
Me.
148-tf|
WANTED—Invalids; 2 available rooms fori
people requiring some nursing and attention.
MRS. DOROTHY COLBY. 17 Orient St.

.1

CANDIES

1

NUTS

FRUITS

CHRISTMAS BASKETS

1

Wc have a splendid line of Holiday Fruits—never so delicious as
r ow—All Frehs—All Perfect
Christmas Nuts are a Specialty with us—the Best the Market
Affords—also Delicious Salted Nuts
,

MF fcP
We offer Holiday Boxes in the Finest Candies and Chocolates—
Packed to Mail if Desired

1
I

WANTED—Long haired shaggy cats a/dl
kittens. Write age, color and sex. JOHN S.l
RANLETT, Rockville. Me. Tel. 332-14.
138*153|

MF MF

j

Wc Are Making a Specialty This Season of

For Sale

Christmas Baskets

FOR iSALE—Allenwood residence locatedl
just above Central Hotel, Vinalhaven, mustl
be sold to settle the estate. For particulars!
Inquire of MRS. FRED PENDLETON. 1 Mer
rimac Rt., Concord, N. H.
152-15l|

Beautiful baskets, tastefully arranged and filled with the very best
available in Christmas Dainties, Fruits, Nuts, Candies
The Ideal Gift !

FOR SALE—Pair black horses, weight about!
2900, low price; will trade for sheep, cows orl
young stock. TEL. 83 Thomaston or 744 Rock-1
land.
152*15i|
FOR SALE—Two fresh cows and heavyl
single work harness. C. F. INGRAHAM, Rock-|
port, 3 minutes walk from car line.
152*15||

NAUM & ADAMS
220 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 627

151-152

FOR SALE—At bargain. Florence oil garagi
heater with radiator hood, almost new. a pH
proved by insurance underwriters. Apply 24l
SCHOOL ST.
152*154|
FOR SALE—l4ano, reasonable price. Call
evenings. H. I. YOUNG, 8 Georges St.»Thom
aston.
151*133|

G. W. PALMER & SON *

FOR SALE—Nice large mealy potatoes, 45c
per bu . at my residence on Knox Ridge. H.
L. HURD. R. No. 2. Thorndike. Me.
15l*136|
FOR SALE—Roller Canaries, good singers,!
$8.60 each. MRS. R. W. CROOKER, Lincoln
ville, (Me. Tel. 5-2.
151*153|

357 Main Street

Rockland

FOR SALE—Christmas novelties, cards,
stationery and yams. MRS. MARY M.
BROWN, 492 Old County road.
150*152)
FOR SALE—Stoves of all kinds. Come down]
and look my stock over if you want to save
money. I hare all kinds. H. WALL, 8 Hall
lane. City.
150T!r,:l
FOR SALE—Dry fitted and junk wood, uiben
cover, fitted limbs $10. fitted slabs $8.
263-21 Rockland. T. J. CARROLL.
147-J

Virginia Pease of W’iscasset is the
guest of her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. S. D. Crosby of The Highlands.

Rij

FOR SALE—Cord wood, soft wood slabs
fitted, also stave slabs and junks delivered. E.
A. OXTON. Tel. 363-4.
146*13l-tf

FANCY NATIVE

OUR stock is complete

FOR SALE—Myron Wentworth place on
Lake Ave., 8-room house with bath, electric
lights, large stable and % acre or more land.
MRS W. K. CLINTON. Tel. 992-W. R. F. D.
Rockland or W. B. WENTWORTH, Union.
145*156
FOR SALE—A good horse for sale cheap.
MRS. J. W. ANDERSON, West Meadow road.
Rockland. Tel. 1175.
150-152

STRAP WRIST WATCHES for Him
from $7.50 to $55.00

FOR SALE—Best quality fitted wood. Why
buy wood out of a snowdrift, when our shedseasoned wood costs no more. Order now
while conditions permit sure delivery. Call
Rockland 67 M. RALPH P. CONANT & SON.
South Hope.
145-tf

SLIPPERS
Galore!

CHICKENS

FOWL

LADIES’ WRIST WATCHES for Her

£

$9.50 to $75.00

FOR SALE—The Charles A. Miller farm at
East Union. Inquire of WILL C. MILLER,
Augusta, or LEVI C. MERRIFIELD of Union.
143-tf

Hamilton, Waltham, Elgin, Illinois, Bulova

FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long, $0
per cord: stove length, $8; hard wood, 4 ft.,
$11: sawed, $12.50 per cord; laths, $6 and
$6.50 per M. L.
PACKARD, Warren, Me.
184-tf
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
JOEL P. WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 144-tf

Every Watch Guaranteed

C.

Of Course

SPECIAL FOR SALE
New 5 room bungalow, bath, furnace, largol
lot. double garage, South Main St. Mustvbe|
sold at once. Very low price.
House—Five rooms, all latest improvement!
with fine cellar and garage. To be sold at|
once.
House and barn, housing for 500 hens,
late Improvements; 1 mile from Rocklandl
Postofflce; 9 acres best field, cut 8 tons hay
this year. Very low price.
House and bam, several acres land latest |
Improvements, Warren. $2,940.
Two cottages Meguntlcook Lake.
Cash or easy terms on any property I sell.
House. 7 rooms, hard wood floors, large
porch, fine cement cellar, good location; easy|
terms. Must be sold at once, $25.00.
More than value In a farm, 140 arms, fine
buildings, 8-room house, 25 acres, blueberries, L
cuts 22 tons hay, has lumber lot, 500 cords I
hard wood; all farming tools, 2 horses, 4
cows, hens, turkeys, house all furnished.
Everything to work with. Must be sold at|
once. Party going out of State.
Land on Park St., side my office. I will selL
by front foot any size or lease for any length!
term. 1 lot 85x89; 1 lot 35x50 ft.
TO LET—Four room furnished apartmn
with bath and furnace, with or without gara
at 67 Park St.
V. F. 8TUDLEY

DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY

Better and Lower Priced Grades
150-1

I
9

DUCKS

Women’s Slippers
every style and color

69c, 79c, 98c to $2.50

GEESE

Children's
69c, 79c, 98c

Native Birds are not plentiful this season—so it
will be Wise to make Your Selection Early

Ribbon Candy

2 lb Box

Assorted Kisses

2 lbs

W alnuts

lb

Mixed Nuts

lb

Christmas Boxes

Each

35c

Cigarettes
*

CHESTERFIELDS

25c
$2.99

lb 29c
$1.15

CAMELS

I

1
I

69 Park Street
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember

that you!
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News
Agency, Washington St., next Old South
Church.

I
I
I

To Let
TO LET—Tenement over W. A. Kennedy’s!
store. Entrance from the redr. Inquire of P.
L. HAVENER. Tel. 792.
152*154

1
unfur-1

29c

ALL KINDS OF HARD CANDIES
INHO IDAY
CARTON

I

Christmas
"Belles” are stepping

out in Arch Preserver Shoes

I

CHOCOLATES Holiday pkgs lb 32c
‘package^

Men’s Slippers

29c

Contains a Large Assortment of Toilet Articles in a Very Fancy Overnight Case

Peppermint Patties

Lamb’s Wool Bunny
Slippers
98c

OLD GOLD

Fancy Baskets Each 39c, 45c, 49c, 59c

Perry’s Market

OWNED AND OPERATED BY LIFELONG NATIVES OF ROCKLAND

TO LET—'Five rooms furnished or
nlshed, adults only; $15 a month.
MRS.I
ELIZABETH W. BARTER. 18 Dunton Ave.
Southend. Rockland.
152*1511

85c, 98c, to $3.50
Women’s Overshoes
$1.98

R. E. NUTT
436 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Miscellaneous
HAVE THOSE RUSTY SPOTS touched up
and your top dressed for the winter. ROCK
LAND BODY AND FENDER SHOP. 633 Main
Kt.
, , 131*6
STORAGE —Four car garage and large
store room adjoining.
Located in heart of
city. Will lease to reliable party for one year
or more. At a low reut. Address AGENT, Box
140. Rockland.
. 150
DR. .1. H DAMON, DENTIST, has* moved
across the street. I’hone 69-R. Wednesday
and Saturday evenings by appointment. 148-tf
ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, day
and evening sessions. Personal Instruction
thorough preparation for business. Graduates
in constant demand. TEL. 990-M or 994-W.
. .148-156
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall orders
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
144-tf

CHIROPODY—AU kinds of foot troubles
treated. Arch supports. R. E. COLTART, Reg.
Nurse Chiropodist, Main St., over Moor’s drug
store. Tel. 593-W.
144-tf

Students due to arrive today for
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Magune of
Worcester, Mass, were weekend the Chricstmas holidays include Mar
guests of relatives in Rockland and garet Hellier, from Wheaton; Charles
Coughlin, from University cf Maine;
Rockport.
Helen Bird, from New England Con
The Cardinal Club was entertained servatory; Rose O'Neil, from Lasell
by Mrs. Albert M. Hastings Saturday Seminary; Ruth Lawrence, from
Eastman School of Music; and Oliver
afternoon.
Rollins irom Bentley School, Boston.

TO LET—Garage for two cars. P. N. BARTJ
LETT, 72 Front St. or at J. A. Jameson’s stoiN^I
15K*15
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for housekeeping, with lights, water, cook stove, basement. 16 WILLOW ST.
151*1531

1
I

I

TO LET—House at 138 Park St., lights and
toilet. Inquire on PREMISES.
151*153 |

TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms;
adults only. Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL.
47 Pleasant St.
~ 150*152

TO LET—Seven room furnished house for
the winter on Brewster St., furnace heat, gas
and electric light! Inquire at 12 NORTH
MAIN ST.
150*152
TO LET—Nice furnished heated room also
garage. MRS. LANDERS, 100 Union St Tel.
334-W.
147*152

TO LET—Six room tenement on Bunker St.
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel. 1185-W.
.
___ ________
127-tf
TO LET—Private one car garage for small

car. Tel. 526-W 19 FRANKLIN ST., City.

144-tf
TO LET—Three furnished rooms with use
of bath. MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main
St. Tel. 74-W.
145-tf

TO LET—New apartment of 4 rooms with
toilet; with or without garage. V. F.
STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
144-tf

HE gay, happy holiday spirit is best typified
by the chic, lovely models of the Arch Pre
server Shoe.

T

There’s youth in this shoe — youth for every one,
and who Wouldn't be young at Christmas?

Why, you can go right from one party to another
—bridge to dinner to theatre to dance—and never
once have to think about your feet.
So many of our customers are giving the pretty
new models of the Arch Preserver Shoe as gifts —
a pair of dancing slippers, special walking shoes,
or even a strap oxford for ordinary wear.

Up-to-the-Minute Fitting Service

/RCHPfeHVER

TO LET—Apartment of 4 furnished rooms
and bath, furnace heat; with or without
garage. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. 144-tf

TO LET—Furnished apartment, five rooms,
all modern. ROBERT U. COLLINS. Real Kstate 375 Main St.
143-tf
TO LET—Three or five furnished rooms for
light housekeeping, all modern conveniences.
Call at THE ELMS, Elm St.
139-tf
TO LET -Tenement. Inquire of MRS. W. S.
KENNISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.

DORMAN’S
440 Main Street

Rockland

138atf

TO LET—Three tenements from 4 to 10
REFINISHLN'G CARS by spray syetem, any
144-tf
color; storage. J. A. STEVENS & >SBN, Mc rooms. Inquire at 201 MAIN ST.
Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M.
144-tf
TO LET—Five room house, Grove St. and 7
wlth wrage. HUI and Rankin Sts.
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAOER
C _DAVIS.
m-jf
and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar- ERNEST
_____
___________________
den’spot of Maine Penobscot Bay. Write
TO LET—Two garages, $5.00 month. Renta
us what you want. ORRIN .1. DICKEY, Bel- of all kinds promptly available V F STTTDfasL Mf,
H4-lf WCY, 69 P»rk St.
’
J-R U

WARREN

An annual feature of the mominfi
service at the Baptist church Sunday
Miss Ruth Clark who teaches in was tlie presence of 15 men from the
Limington is home for the Christ Men’s Class of the Thomaston Baptist
mas vacation.
church. Deacon Loren C. Packard,
teacher. They were guests of the
Miss Mary Wasgatt arrived Sat Warren Men's Class. Ward M. Stet
urday from Colby College, ''Wesley son, teacher.
Wasgatt came Tuesday from Dart
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Madden are
mouth, and Miss Martha W’asgatt in Augusta for the holiday season.
comes today from University of
Miss Sarah Hilt of Petersham. Mass.,
Maine.
z
is the guest of Miss Mary Kalloch for
" 7"
. x • , ' the holiday.
The Itooevik Club was entertained ,
Thomas Simpson received a painby Mr*. Edward Benner. Broadway. ful injury to the index finger of his
Tuesday afternoon. While sewing left hand last Thursday while at his
was in order, plans were made for work in the Georges River mill.
their annual Christmas donations, it
C. S. Coburn is now able, to walk
was also voted to purchase a set of down town again.
scales to be presented to one of the
Christmas Sunday will he observed
schools to cooperate with the Par Dec. 23 at the Congregational church.
ent-Teacher Association.
Refresh Rev. C. D. Paul using “The Nativity"
ments were served by the hostess.
as liis subject. Antlfems will be
sung by the choir. The special
Miss Alice Hellier is home from Christmas service at night will be
Bates College for the Christmas re of particular interest to all lovers of
cess.
music. The choir led by Mrs. Nettie
, ! Vinal has arranged with the vested
Mrs. Rose Watts who has been In chojr t<> gJve
serv,ce (lf chrJgtmag
the city thi past week to attend the ; (.ari)]s part of (hp program will in.
funeral of het brother, the late Edwin I c,U(1(. a candle.llght processional.
H. Maxey, returned to her home in - Th(, SundaJ. gchoo, concert an(1 tree
Belmont. Mass.,-yesterdaj.
, wjj, ||p ppjd j(onday afternoon
T’T”
,
Sunday morning at the Baptist
Dorothy and Viola Anderson are ex-| church Rpy H
pur,.ington will
peeted to arrive today from Quebec > g
pn (hp snhjppt „A christmas
to spend the holiday recess as guests I Prpgpnt f,„. Evc,.Vone." There will he
of their parents Mr. and Mrs. Willis
musip
T|)p Kunday gplw0,
Anderson. Union street.
[
present Christmas exercises in the
, ,
• evening. The WAV. Guild meets with
Members or the Junior Harmony I M[.s
Ca|er Thursday afternoon
Club and any others who are inter- Thp usual .lttl.activc and appetizing
ested in its activities are requested
to meet at the BPW rooms Sunday I
at‘6'o''c, “r Thurs'dav'evening”
evening at 6 o'clock to sing carols ; SaturdaJ. afternoon there will be a
at different points in the city. It ch,.iatmag t,.PP tor tlie children in the
is hoped a large number of people ves(ry flt 3 ().c!opk
will join in this commendable fea- ___________________
ture of the Christmas season. The i
carols to be sung are ‘‘Little Town of |
Bethlehem.’’ “Silent Night," and “It
Came Upon the Midnight Clear.”

Mrs. Lizzie Boyles leaves Saturday
for Boston to visit her son Byron. On
her return she will visit A. I. Stuart
and family in Bath,
Robert Gardiner is home from
SI.C.I. for the Christmas holidays,
happy over the fact tliat he has made
the debating team.

Mrs. A. A. Fales of Crescent Beach
and Belmont, Mass., accompanied by I
her sister arrived in St. Petersburg,
Fla., Dec. 13 and will be located at ,
232 4th street, 'North, for the winter. ,
Fetcr Pcilicane arrives Saturday
from Northeastern University. Bos
ton, to spend tlie holidays witii Ids j
parents.

Teachers who have gone to their |
homes for the Christmas vacation in- '
elude: Miss Lena Wyman. East Gor- i
ham; Miss Mabel Stover. Blue Hill. I
witii relatives; Miss Relief Nichols.
Brooksville: Miss Ida Hughes, Union.
Miss Thelma Russell. Woods Hole, j
Mass.: Miss Marion 'Bradeeh. West
boro; Mis., Hazelteen U. Watts. Clin
ton; Miss Frances Hodgdon. Bethel,
witii relatives; Miss Ruth Wass,
Brunswick; Miss Glenn A. Stevens.
Portland: Miss Marion Garcelon. Au
burn:
M'ss Grace Cunningham,
Woods'ock. N. B.; Miss Glenna Gorrie, Cumberland Mills: Miss Olive
Dingiey, Lisbon: Miss Florence Mc
Fadden. Lubec: Miss Anna Webster,
Bangor: Miss Dorothy Greenlaw,
Pentaquid: and Miss Nellie 'Law
rence, Phillips.

146-153,

Clothing For Men
Full Line

Suits, Overcoats, Neck
wear, Underwear, Etc.
Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing

&

Gateleg Tables
$16.00 and up

Martha Wash:ngtons
$12.75 and up

Mahogany and walnut—PeerJess for decorative and utilita
rian purposes.
Handsomely

Beautiful and dainty additions
to the home furnishings. Use
ful and distinctive.

•finished.

Windsor Chairs
$4.75 and up

Owners Guaranteed Against Loss
by Fire

Handsome additions—one for
every nook and corner makes
the home complete.

BOSTON TAILORS
(New Location)
ROCKLAND

492 MAIN ST.

Chisholm Block
152-Th-tf

Kennedy Shibles of Penacook, N. H.
is spending the holidays with Mr.
and Mrs. Frank L. Kennedy.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Holden and
baby of Wollaston, Mass., are guests
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
L. Young.
Anthony Arau will arrive this week
from Boston to spend the holidays
with his mother, Mrs. Minnie IL.
Arau, Belmont avenue.
The Philathea Class will have its
annual White Elephant Christmas
Tree at the Baptist church parlors
next Sunday. All who will con
tribute are requested to leave their
packages at Burkett's Bakery on or
before Dec. 20. The proceeds will be
devoted to the Community Boxes.
Mrs. Frank Handley will entertain
the Friday Club this week at her
home in Trim street.
Do not fail to drop your contribu
tion into the “Little Red 'Boxes”
while doing your Christmas shop
ping.
The Community Christmas
dinner for the needy is a most worthy
object and your support is needed.
The following committees are in
charge of the affair, and if anyone
has food, vegetables, clothing or toys
to ciffer, please notify any one of
them. Meats, vegetables and gro
ceries, J. P -Hobbs. Mrs. C. P. Brown;
pies. Mrs. P. G. Willey. Mrs. Loufse
Waterbury; doughnuts, Mrs. Inez
Crosby. Mrs. John Bird; candy. Mrs.
Raymond Conley. Mrs. J. II. Hobbs;
toys, Mrs. Louise Waterbury; cloth
ing, Mrs. Alvah Greenlaw; apples,
Mrs. L. W. Hart; tags and cards,
Mrs. Elmer Joyce: boxes. Rev. Ern
est M. Holman: collections. Miss
Alice Hansen: publicity. Miss Edyth
Clough; packing. Miss Teresa F.
Arau, Mrs. James Brown. Mrs. Kath
erine Jamieson. Mrs. C. P. Brown,
Fred Plummer and Miss Alice Han
sen; delivery. J. H. Hobbs. James
Brown and Rev. F. Ernest Smith
Phil Jones and Alan Bird of Rock
land were visiting Rotarians at the
weekly meeting of the club held
Tuesday at the Y.M.C.A. Ilervey
Allen of Portland and J. K. Craw
ford of Boston were guests. A paper

STRAND
Home of Paramount Pictures

There isn’t any other
That hearts will hold .is fast.
That pleases Dad and Mother
Like something that will last—
A chair, a table near it.
A lamp to light the gloam—
To bring the Christmas spirit.
Give something for the home

|

Spinet Desks
$17.00 and up

CAMDEN

The ideal Christmas gift—a
charming piece to place in
any home.
Mahogany and
walnut.

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD AT

Brighten the corners ami re
lieve the barron appearance
by adding n Table or Bridge
Lamp. Ail types and prices.

OUR STORE

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

CASH OR

EASY TERMS

Table Lamps
$3.00 and up

FREE AND

PROMPT

LOUIS MARCUS, Prop.

313-319 MAIN STREET

TEL. 980

ROCKLAND

DELIVERY

Fall application of lime means Hot A Western paper reports the maron "Rotary in International lAffalrs"
ter crops in 1929 than if delayed until riage of Wiilliam Winter and Alberta
was read by fcelma M. Dwinal.
<now. Have you ordered your coal?
The regular meeting of .Megunti- spring.
cook Grange was held last evening.
Janies Cuclnotta arrives this week
from the Northeastern University in
Roston to spend the holidays with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cucinotta.
Miss Virginia Simpson of Hing
ham. Mass., is visiting her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Simpson.
Miss Ethel Armstrong of Wakefield
at
Mass., is visiting friends in town.

Complete Your Shopping 1
Carini’s

THE PULPWOOD INDUSTRY
Maine Produced a Million and
Quarter Cords In the Year 1927

a

Maine leads in the production and
consumption of pulpwood with 1,273.268 cords of pulpwood in 1927 and
942.162 tons of pulp. This is shown
in the report of the Department of
Commerce.
Wisconsin consumed
1.199.613 cords, lint only 696.921 tons
of pulp, or less than New York with
710.227 tons.
The country, according to tills
data, consumed that year 6.659,157
cords, repoitcd by 219 mills. This
figure represents a decrease of 1.6
pci* cent as compared witli the conaimpti in it: 1926. 6.766,667 cords, re
ported by 224 mills. Tlie total pro
duction i f wood pulp in 1927 was
4.313.403 tons, a decrease of 1.9 per
cent as compared witii 4,394.766 tons
for the previous year.

SEE OUR SPECIAL GIFT BASKETS

Parties looking for Christmas and
New Year presents ean find a nice
collection of oil paintings and water
colors
the studio of the late Mrs.
A. B. Kirkpatrick, head of Chickawaukie lake Rockville, at reasonable
prices.
.
!43*Th-152

FRUIT AND CANDY SHOPPE
Rockland, Me.

For either an individual or an en
tire family, these gift baskets make
a particularly gracious remem
brance. Trimmed with gay bows
and filled with assorted fruits, nuts,
candies and other choice delicacies.
Christmas Candie3, Chocolate Nov
elties and Favors, Fruits, Nuts
plain and salted. Figs, Stuffed
Dates and many other delightful
foods that make Christmas a joy to
those who receive.

Carini’s
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

A.*. A.*.AX

........

lAilUAiti

With
A PUBLIX THEATRE
Home of Paramount Pictures

ROD LaROCQUE

TODAY (ONLY)

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

“BEWARE OF
BACHELORS”

Sent Thomas
Electric Clock No. 21

Padu'

$35.00

With

AUDREY FERRIS
WM. COLLIERS, JR.

The Greatest Advance in Timekeeping

—ON THE STAGE—

SYLVIA REVUE
Dances That Are Different
Five People

since Sun Dial Days ..

BRYSON & KERR

ELECTRIC

in “A Day at the Circus"

KELLEY & KILLEEN

ALAN
WALE Ana

in “An East Side Ep sode ’

FRED KORLER

ASHLEY & DORN
in Two Aristocratic Gentlemen

JACK FITZGERALD
Matinee 2.00

Evening 7.30

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Two he-men of the sea loved

her—they

fought

fiercely to

P

was the umpire in this great

"I

battle of inarticulate hearts.

MONDAY-TUESDAY

“THE WHIP”
With

Dorothy McKaill
SPECIAL KIDDIES’ MATINEE
TUESDAY

COLLEGIANS
MON.-TUES.—‘‘Brotherly Love"
witii Karl Dane, George Arthur

“A CHRISTMAS TREE”
A Gift will be Presented to Tach
Child

CLOCKS

. . . independent of the va
LUG it in any alternating
garies of hand-winding, in
current light socket, like
a reading lamp or radio, anddependent even of the cur
rent that operates it . . . for
then forget itl Silently, ac
the stored energy in the
curately, it goes for a lifetime
spring will run the Seth
Thomas Electric Clock for
more than six hours if there
is any interruption in house
current.

win her, but—an innocent babe

Your own kind oT people stop at
The VENDOME in Boston—others
like yourself who appreciate a home- (
like atmosphere, distinguished sur
roundings, personal service and modcrate charges. American or Euro- .
pean plan.—adv.

Power Company,

Though something for a minute
Some heart a moment cheers,
The gift with Christmas in it
Is something for the years.
The little gitlb-^re pleasant.
The gifts as light as foam.
But, for the great big present,
Give something for the home 1

“LOVE OVER NIGHT”

—ALSO—

OUR WANT ADS WORK WONDERS

Something for the Home ”

NOW SHOWING

The gift for that "friend who has
everthing" is at Miss Bicknell's Gift |
Shop. BPW rooms. Main St.—adv.

Portable Limps—Aways a welcome
Christmas gift; beautiful new designs i
lust In. Price $8 up. Central Maine

|

Means

Miss Emily M. MacDonald, who is a
student at Wheaton (Ill.) College,
arrived at her Rockland home Tues
day evening and will spend the three
weeks recess with her parents, Rev.
and Mrs. J. C. MacDonald. This visit
home at this season is made possible
through a purse raised by the people
f the First Baptist church, their
Christinas present to their pastor and
his wife.

Among the college students arriv
ing today are Miss Mary Bird from
Gorham Normal, Richard Bird and
Charles Tweedie from University of
Maine, Miss Ruth Lawrence from the
Eastman School of Music, Miss Helen
Mrs. Ethel Coffin and son Joseph
Bird from Boston, where she is
studying music, Miss Rose O’Neil and of Port Clyde were in the city Tues
Miss Jeanrette .Smith fVom Lasell day, enroute for Cambridge, Mass., to
spend the holidays with Mr. and Mrs.
Seminary.
Byron Boyles.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis G. Thayer are
“The Woman Citizen,” is Gail
visiting Mr. Thayer’s home in Brock
ton, Mass..* later going to Adams, Laughlin’s subject, Thursday eve
Mass., where they will spend Christ ning, exclusively for Educational Club
members and their gentlemen guests
mas wi«h Mrs Thayer’s parents.
who patronize the 6 p. m. supper.
Elmer Rising who is attending an The psychology study department
art school in Boston is home to spend meets at 3 in the Rebekah parlors.
the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Churchill Wahle
Miss Frances Butler is home from and son 'Buddy are expected Sunday
and will spend the Christmas holi- ,
Waterville for the holidays.
days with Mrs. Wahle’s parents. Mr.
.Helen Mills was hostess to nine and Mrs. George McLaughlin. Miss
friends Monday afternoon at her home Kitty McLaughlin will be at the
Theatre,
Philadelphia,
on Warren street, to observe her Stanley
ninth birthday. After games and Christmas week.
stunts, refreshments were served
Charles Gould comes Monday from
from a table with Christmas decora
tions in green and red, each guest Newark. N. J., for a brief visit with
having a paper cap and other favors. his parents, Judge and Mrs. E. K.
Those present were Ruth Stewart, Gould.
Gladys Gray, Catherine and Mary
Mrs. Catherine Northup of Lynn,
Cole, Winifred Pinkham, Barbara
Jordan, Mary Havener, Margery is spending the holidays with her
Smith and Dorothy Magune. Mrs. niece Miss Villa C. Burroughs. Coun
Mills was assisted by Helen’s aunt, ty Sunday school worker, who resides
at 40 Warren street.
Mrs. William Foster.

WANTED- Pi<s to dress. HAROLD JONES.
West Rockport. Tel. 1105-AV Rockland.
132*154|

Pork to Roast

LUCKY STRIKES,

* CHQISTMAS *

cn

Christmas |

MAY THIS

LOST—Small black and white ho"»’d ■'»>swers to name Tip. Reward. (MORRIS CARROLL. West Rockport.
152-1.4
LOST—A bill-fold containing six or seven
one dollar bills and a bunch of postal money
order stubs. Leave at CQURIER-GAETTE and
be rewarded.
150-152

LITTLE PIG

Spiced Pears, can ...................................................... 16c

Smoked Shoulders, pound ..................................... 18c
Pork for roasting, pound............................................ 22c

r»n

Advertisements In this column not to exceod three lines Inserted once for 23 cents,
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents
each for one time, 10 cents for three times,
Six words mhke a line.

FOR SALE—Full blooded Police pups, 3
months old. males $15; females $10. H. A.
HART. South Hope, Me.
147*153

Rice Fed Turkeys lb 49c

Christmas Wreaths, each
40c
Best All Round Flour, bag..................................... 85c

Orra B. Vinal, a former Vinalhaven
boy who bad figured prominently in
many of the larger activities of the
General Electric Company, died Dec.
16 in Arlington, Mass, aged 62 years.
Mr. Vinal was born in Vinalhaven
Feb. 12, 1866, son of James S. and
Hariret (Mills) Vinal. He received
his early education in Vinalhaven and
at Coburn Institute. Hie went to
Butte. Mont, when the mining busi
ness was booming, .but realizing that
electricity was to be the coming, power
of the age he came back East and
after taking a course at the General
Electric School in Lynn, he returned
to Montana and installed an electric
hoisting gear for the Bluebird Mines
at X’ehart, the first of its kind in the
State.
t
Returning to Westbrook he was
married to Miss Louise Hazeltine.
His next employment was wiring the
city of Portland for electric car serv
ice. Soon after he went to Para,
Brazil where he installed a large elec
tric plant. He was employed as con
struction engineer by the General
Electric Co. and installed many of the
large plants throughout the country.
When the company adopted steam
turbine generators he went to; Sche
nectady. N. Y. and studied their con
struction. and while engaged on the
turbine plant at Quincy he was sent
by the company to Havana, Cuba, to
complete a big generating plant and
carried it with such satisfaction that
he was selected to engineer the big
electrical construction at Gar**, Ind.
and was one of the men wh6 jielped
put that town on the map by instal
1 ling six 6,000 h. p. generators’ which
started the wheels in motion. Desiri ing to have an established home he
accepted the offer of the company to
be superintendent of Genei;£tXElec
trical .Construction for New England,
where he has served faithfully 18
years.
Mr. Vinal is survived by an ihvalid
mother, Mrs. A. S. Wise of' Troy,
Mont., and one brother. Leslie F.
Vinal of Missonla. Mont., and his wife,
Louise. A daughter. Helen, was mar
ried to Charles R. Reed of Arlington.
Mass., and is now deceased. Mr. Vinal
was a nephew of Mrs. Sarah F. Syl
vester of this city.
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In Everybody’s Column

The Cheap

SPECIALS FOR
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND

Ocean Spray Cranberry Sauce, tall can................ 21c
- Del Monte Peaches, No. 1 can, 2 for...................28c
Peanut Brittle, one pound box, each ...................25c
Five Pound Boxes Chocolates, each...................$1.39
New Dates, 2 lbs.......25c. New Figs, pound .... 30c
Cranberries, quart........................................................ 25c
Chocolate Covered Fig Bars, pound...................... 24c
Bread, 3 loaves............................................................. 25c
Ginger Ale (3 in a pkg.), 3 bottles....................... 50c
Potatoes, peck.................. 23c; bushel.................... 90c
Onions, 4 pounds.........................................................25c
Hubbard Squash, pound.............................................. 5c
Celery, bunch ........ 19c. Turnips, pound ........ 2c
Carrots, 5 pounds.........................................................25c
Peanuts, roasted or raw, pound................................ 20c
Apples, peck.................. 50c; barrel...................... $4.25

Evcry-Other-Day

Every Other-Day

Death of Former Vinalfiaven
Boy Who Helped Make
Gary, Ind., Famous

Diamonds

Cold

Frank 0. Haskell

»*>«?<>* ?*»*?*>*>*
ORRA B. VINAL

Pape s
COLD

Miss Nellie Gardiner is passing the
Christma.- vacation with her sister
Mrs. George Cross, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Gould of
Waban. will spend the Christnfas
time with Mr. und Mrs. Jolnr Creigh
COMPOUND
ton.
Miss Chtistine McFarland went to
her home in South Bristol Wednesday
for a vacation of two weeks.
James Ulmer and family are at
their home on Erin street for the
winter.
Distrlrt Deputy Grand Master
Charles Woodcock made his official
visit to Orient Lodge Tuesday eve
ning. There was work in the Entered
go through the winter without any
Apprentice degree.
trouble from colds. It’s a compound
Miss Ruth Lermond leaves for New
that comes in little white tablets.
York Friday to spend Christmas with
Take one, and that first snuffle is
“Sax”
relatives.
just about the last; or several tab
lets if you’ve let the cold go until
Philip Edwards, a student at
it's serious.
Thomaston High .School, will spend
He
thought
he
couldn't
play
that
Christmas with his parents in West
night, hut the cold he’d caught that
Pape's Cold Compound is all you
brook.
morning had departed. Most pro
ask for; and the druggist charges
There will be a Christmas tree at
35c for a package, and it never
fessional people know what really
the Baptist vestry Friday evening at
knocks a cold in a few hours; many
seems to fail for anvbodv.
1 o'clock.
Charles Zimmerman and family
who have been occupying the T. S. (
sition in New Britain, Vonn. She is
ROCKPORT
Singer house are leaving Dec. 29
spending the holidays with her par- ,
Mrs.,
Beulah
Richardson
is
at
for Waco, Texas, where Mr. Zimmer
ents in Fori Fairfield. Her leaving .
home
from
Boston
called
by
the
ill

man will be employed by the Atlas
here is much regretted.
Portland Cement Co. in the construc ness of her mother Mrs. Minnie Cro
A memorial service will be held i
zier, whose many friends will be
tion of a new plant,
at the Baptist church for the late '
L. H. Dunn has reduced the length pleased to learn that she is convalMrs. Margaret Mansfield. Thursday
of his veranda and inclosed it with
r | evening. Jan. 10. to which the public
Mrs. Frances Carlton left last week
glass which with a slight change in
is invited. Representatives from the
the finish makes a convenient and at for Boston enroute to Florrida where
United Baptist Convention will be
tractive place. The dust from the she will spend the winter.
Mrs. Donald Flower and son Don- ' Present and
"arl 1".,h* P5?8^'
street which has been an annoyance
Harry and Joseph Gould of Bosis excluded and when the sun shines aid have returned to their home in
, X. Y., after visiting rel ton were in town Tuesday on busi- ,
one can fully enjoy
atives here and in Camden for three ness.
and warmth.
Mrs. Spsie Spear, Mrs. Roxy |
Services at the Methodist Episco weeks.
Mrs. Weston Wall is quite serious Whitehouse and Fred Thompson of
pal church Sunday morning will be
held at 10.30 and will be appropriate ly ill at the Community Hospital, Camden were entertained Monday
! evening at the home of Capt. and
to the Christmas season. Special Camden.
The next meeting of Harbor Light | Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
music will be rendered by the choir.
Mrs. Ella K. Hughey of Portland is
The Epworth League will meet at S Chapter, O.E.S., will be held Jan. 1.
o'clock, and the preaching service at Officers will be elected for the en the guest for a few days of her son.
7 o'clock Monday evening there will suing year and members are urged to Rev. Philip C. Hughey and family at
the Moidy parsonage.
ire a Christmas tree, with appropri be present.
Miss Carrie Baker and Miss Eliza
ate exercises in the vestry.
Miss Marjorie Dunstan who has
The barkentine Relne Marie Stewart resigned her position as teacher in beth Rolf are -spending the holidays
has come to her home port to be laid the High School has accepted a po- at their home in Portland.
up for the winter. She is the last
vessel built in the shipping boom
during the World War by Dunn &
Elliot Co
The vessel sailed from
Thomaston Dec. 13 nine years ago
and arrived at her home port for
the first time Dec. 15. Lack of busi
ness is the reason of her homecom
GROCERY
PHONE 1270
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Gilchrist are
Comer Water and Ocean Streets
in Framingham to spend the winter
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled
with their daughter, Mrs. Walter An
drews.
________________ FREE DELIVERY_______________
Harold Gleason of Boston made a
business visit Wednesday to the J. B.
I’earson & Co factory.
Mr. and Mrs. Rafael Brunneitto
(Adelyn Bushnell) have returned
after playing a week's engagement in
Boston.
Aaron Wincapaw is seriously ill at
his home on Wadsworth street.
Daniel Weaver of Washington is
the guest cf his daughter Mrs. Hollis
Raisins, new crop seeded, 2 packages.................. 15c
Young. Wadsworth street.
Jello,
all flavors, 3 packages.....................................25c
William Newbert has six Easter
lilies which are showing well de
Baker’s Chocolate, half-pound cake......................... 19c
veloped buds. Mr. Newbert intend
Walnuts, fancy new crop, pound........................... 34c
ed them for Easter but the bloom
will be earlier.
Mixed Nuts, pound
.............................................. 28c
Mr. and Mrs. Watson, guests at the
Bell
’
s
Seasoning,
package
........................................ 9c
Knox Hotel, have gone to Indiana to
spend tile holidays.
Molasses Kisses, 2 pounds ....................................... 29c
James Thornton bought the build
Pop Corn, 4 pounds....................................................25c
ing on the north end of the new
Ribbon Candy, 2 pound box..................................... 39c
bridge which had been used for an
office and storehouse.
Hard Candies, pound ................................................. 25c
There will he a Christmas dance
Oranges, large size, dozen......................................... 59c
at Watts hall the night of Dec. 27
for the btnefit of the Senior class,
Grapes, pound ........................................................... 25c
T.H.S. Kirk's Orchestra will play.
Maine
Maid Mince Meat, 2 pound jars, each .... 39c
The Christmas music at the Bap
tist church will be: Morning service,
Splendid Brand Mince Meat, No. 3, can............. 29c
anthem, “Christians Awake!” "Sa
Cape Cod Cookies, 4 dozen ................................... 24c
lute the Happy Morn," Frey, quar
tet, "The Hush Of Night Hath
Cape Cod Hermits, 4 dozen....................................... 24c
Fallen," Spence; quartet, “The BirtltMunroe Cheese, pound...............................................34c
day of a King,” ; Neidlinger. At the
evening service: A Christmas cantata
Three Crow Sage, package ..................................... 9c
“The Adoration" will be given by the
Common Crackers, pound ....................................... 17c
choir assisted by a male quartet.
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Electric No. 20
A miniahire
CH* luck.

cabinet clock in makocany,
* wide.
etched Romaa
■umeral dial, fold-plated, hinged besel.
Ideal for office or home desk, for the book*
rase, lowboy, or wherever a small clock
dearahlc. Phea $27.60

h

4*

This remarkable timepiece is
the result of ten years of re
search by Seth Thomas,
America’s oldest clockmakers
and the great General Electric
Laboratories.
There are a variety of models,
priced from $20 to $50 . . .

their running ost is less than
10c a month. May we show
you their ex jn site workman
ship . . . their charming de
sign?

Electrk No. >2
A Wall Clock for store, office or factory
mahogany or oak 12 inch h e dial.
I0V4 inches in diaaetar. $32 50

w

ia

Case

LEON J. WHITE
JEWELER
Main Street

Rockland
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DIJD.S"
ANDLRERJ/

new amazing-

f?on\ 3.

Quiet

Practical and Useful Presents for
Men and Boys

MAY

oil burner is not
Miami. Florida
Smiles, f.nd smiles, and smiles
Everywhere you look. It is the doggonnest srr.iiingest city I was ever in.
Must be in. the air. Or the bluest
of blue skies, or the whitest of sunny
suns. As you walk along, the men
half nod and halt the girls smile a
bit, not fluting, just a sisterly wel
come. But of course, if you want to
turn around, maybe you would get
the laugh instead of the smile. Any
way, they ail seem so happy. Of
course they all have little troubles,
the same as we all do. Little finan
cial and domestic things, and little
health affairs, a cold, a sore toe, an
aching corn, a sensitive tooth, a little
pain in the shoulder, but they all
seem to forget about it down here
when they are on the street, and it
is wonderful the way they walk along
and laugh it off. and smile.
Makes a fellow feel mighty good,
and he soon gets in the habit him
self. And how much better it is.
when you stop to think about it.
Of course one has to forget this smil
ing business when you get bark
North. Walk along Main street and
start to smile at the girls and tlie
chances are your friendliness will be
wrongly interpreted, and you will
get a good slam in the eye. This
smiling business is all right in Miami,
hut it doesn’t work out on Matinicus
or around in that region. Not in
Knox County, anyway. Down here.
O. K. Up there. N. G.

0

RADIO to your
antenna. * * * <
5 DAYS FREE
°U

c

i rv radios this season are so far and away be\ond
all competition that no one should think of buying an A-C

does not suit you. There
fore it pays to measure
qualities carefully before

CROSLEY

Sets and Speakers

Electric set before giving them a thorough trial.
.
Wonderful new developments in these receivers have
hrought radiobroadcast reception close to perfection . . .
improved audio-frequenev . . . push-pull amplification
. . . dynamic power spe aker . . . no batteries . . .
See these features . . . hear their results ... in
your own home. Start now. Don’t wait. You can have
entertainment all the time.
Let us show you the Croslcy Showbox ... 8 rubes
including rectifier . . . push-pull amplification . . .
only $80.00 ... the Croslcy Gembox ... 6 tubes
including rectifier . . . amazingly priced at
. . .
the new Crosley Dynacone . . . power dynamic speaker
... the most wonderful tone you ever heard . . .
priced at $25.00 .. . Come in today 1

can't install an oil burn
er and trade it in if it

FOR L92S-1949
SHOWBOX — AC EUcwx N
tube. including rrvotxi. pushpull ampbhc*iion
>AO M*
GEMBOX—A-C Electrx, 6 tuk>«
including rfiiiher
>65.00
CROSLEY DYNACONE—DrMDuc rvjx power ipruer, lor
Croelrv A-C Elertnc trtt
>25.0
BANDBOX — Storage txinerx
«■!. f> tube*
J55.0O
BANDBOX. |R—Dr» cell
5 tubes
>35.0
CROSLEY MVSICONE—M<nrtx t*pr speaker lor Croale*
batten
>15.00

m.

you buy.

W e welcome such meas
urements of the Quiet
May, and will 1k> glad to
assist you make them.

ERWIN M. SPEAR
•
C15 Main St.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

Rockland

Tel.,331 for prompt servir.

ACT! 1OR1ZED DEALERS

Rockland, Maine

.Vain Street

YOU R.F. THERE WITH

A CkOSLEY

* ♦ • *

A Sea Boot
llinf’s toiiidi as whalebone
Maybe you’re we® thy—
Surely you’re wise
If you come and dteep healthy
’Neath bright winter skies.

OU men who are looking
for a boot that can stand
up under tlie hardest kind
of wear w ill find it in our
Top Notch Sea Boot.
The legs and vamps are
made of the toughest rubber,
and heavy gum-driven duck
to prevent snagging and cutting.Wear-resisting soles and
heels make a balanced hoot
that is sure to deliver un

Y

^S'Charlos
ATLANTIC

CITY

With the finest location and the
longest porch on the Boardwalk.
7ifce i'tmost in Comjort
An L'neacelled Cuisine

• • ♦ «

Hotel Astor
* NEW YORK "
ONE OF AMERICA’S
GREAT HOTELS
With bath—
Single $4.00

usually long service. Top
Notch Sea Boots are made
with specially designed
felt linings and insoles;
also with woolknit lining.
In all lengths.
Top Notch Sea lioot
— Short

Double $7.00

And upward

With hot and cold water—
Single $3.00 Double $5.50
And upward

F. A. Muichenhela

TIMES SQUARE
an.oaowAv 4<\T. - 45 s r.

HOTEL

•LAeN’S shoe

store

Rockland, Maine
Shotted •« a beautiful park
Displaying an ensemble of palms and
Irnpxal plant., overlooking, Lake
Worth with a view ol Palm Beach on
the oppoaiteahore.
216 rooma-each with private bath ,.,
Kuropc.o Plan . . . Moderate retea
,. . electric heat irl ail root
Open all Year
RRNRt J. DYNKS. Urr.

C iinriin I fed trilliout time limit. Its design
is i 928— free, modern, exquisite in simplic
ity. But its service recognizes no dates—
Haunts the eulemlar—disregards the years.
So line is 1847 Rogers Bkos. Silverplate that
iris guaranteed without time limit. And
lh.acy is the newest expression of a silvercrai’t 80 years old.

IIIVIK HATt

BCCKLfcT AND INFORMATION FURNISHED

r

HOTEL

GRALYNN

JEWELER

a

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

Rockland
Call 170

Main Street
Thotr aston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

J

ON RfrQOt-ST

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel

LEON J. WHITE

Telephone Connection

Of course no one is sure that Pat
rick H?nry really said that when he
stood on the dock at Owl’s Head, but
if he didn’t, and there is any posi
tive proof to the contrary, I wish
that Admiral Debster of the Cruiser
Limerock would correct me in print
as did the two ladies, and give
me the very deviL for saying such an
awful thing about Owl’s Head and
Monroe Island. No one can promis
cuously trifle with those locations
without hearing from someone.
And to my mind, Monroe Island is
just as important as Honolulu, on
Oahu Island of the Hawaiian group
which in our younger days were
called Sandwich Island s and inhabit
ed by a semi-savage race of Soutl
Sea Islanders. More than 95 pe
cent of the inhabitants today ar»
composed of a conglomeration of
Japanese, Chinese, Portuguese, ar.d
■ Hawaii in natives, who have inter
’ married. The children, who spend
half the time in English schools and
half the time in native schools, by
law. have Japanese uncles, Chines'
kunts, Portuguese grandfathers. Fiji
Island grandmothers, and United
States fathers. In no other city in
the world is there such a mixed-up
mess of relatives for every newborn
child. At Pearl Harbor the United
States maintains a large naval sta
tion. At Diamond Head (a fortress
like a miniature Gibraltar), the
United States maintain-* a large force
of artillerymen. The barracks in
. Honolulu house a tremendous force

Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
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Main Street

Friendly tip to the girls without
electric washing machines: A little
grapefruit vinegar, or eider vinegar
in the rinse water.'on wash day, will
prevent your hands from becoming
rough and chapped, this winter. Try
that.
• • • •
Passing a music store, the phono
graph in the doorway is playing I
Want to be Happy." You see, it is
in the air down here. They want to
be happy. They try to he happy.
They pvt their mind on it. and they
are happy—the majority of them, and
if that is Christian Science, or, as
Patrick Henry said, when he stood
on the dock at Owl’s Head, and gazed
at Monroe Island, "if this be treason,
then fire when ready. Gridley, and
damn the torpedoes, for it’s the bov
with a smile who wins.”

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laun
dry Work. Family Wash
ing a Specialty. Wet
Wash, Rough Dry, Finish
Flat Work. Shirts, Collars

Coraer Second St. and 1st Ave.

Booklet
on
Application

RATES:

(European)

Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily

flaauto

October)

of men. There is .also a submarine
station there. And all on account of
Japan.
And so you may believe that there
are always on government duty’ in
Honolulu 20 white men to one white
woman. $ome of the officers bring
their wives.
The privates cannot
afford it. Therefore a white woman
in Honolulu is a curiosity, with the
Japanese, the Chinese, the Portu
guese. the Malays and the few
Hawaiians. The soldiers and sailors
crave company. The white woman is
in demand. It does not matter so
much about her age so long as she is
white. Any and all white women, no
matter where they come from, are
royally entertained, and their com
pany is sought bv the American boys
on duty there, who are of course,
away’ from home and lonesome.
Every American woman there has
many admuers.
In America, with keen competition,
she might nut have any. And so,
quite naturally, a white woman there
has a much better time than she
might have in a small inland town in
the States. But few of them go there
and stay to fight the climate—20 de
grees above the equator—hot, sticky,
damp, enervating. The few that go
always return sooner or later to in
hale a little health, and then, maybe,
they return .again, if they cannot do
better at home.

..... HERE IN WIDE VARIETY......
Those who know us and the goods we sell naturally turn to us for the
proper gifts
’

MEN'S BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS TIES
Thousands of beautiful Four-in-Hands, made of rich silk, both domes
tic and imported. The greatest collection and variety
we have ever had

£

HATHAWAY SHIRTS
Percale, Madras, Silk Stripe and English Broadcloth
No gift involving an equal amount of money will give a greater
pleasure

BATH ROBES AND HOUSE COATS
are practical gifts that every man appreciates

MEN’S AND BOYS’ SWEATERS, SPORT BLOUSES AND
LEATHER COATS
We carry a wonderfully large assortment of Sweaters of every
description

• ♦ • ♦

And now St. Petersburg and
Tampa folks must all be interested
in an editorial in a local paper which
I quote: "Listen girls, and men also.
The School of Commerce of the Uni
versity of Wisconsin has just made
a profound survey, and discovered
that the sirgle girl in the warmth of
Southern Florida is more apt to get
married than her sister in the cold
North. An;', this is another reason
why you should flock to Florida.”
John Donohue should get busy
right now and claim this advantage
for St. Petersburg, where he has in
terests, and someone should also tell
Tampa about it. Both of these cities
have as good a climate as Miami,
ind John will probably swear that
t. Petersburg has a better one. And
that may be all very true. St. Peters
burg and Tampa are both fin« re
sorts. In St iPete. as they call it,
the older people sit in the sunshine
on the benches that line the walks,
and many of them get acquainted
ind marry. That has been going on
for many years. Tampa is a very
success!nl commercial city, with a
fine harbor and ships running to New
Orleans and Key West and Havana.
And Miami is just a playground, with
thousands of young people, all lively,
full of action and good feeling.
The article continues with this:
‘Unquestionably romance fares bet
ter in a climate and surroundings
nducive to it. A tropic sky, a
moon, the sea. the soft breezes are
ill made for love—and happiness.”
Sounds a little mushy, and I hope the
orlnter uses the quotation marks, as
these are not my words. I am a
tard-hearted cuss. Tropical moons
lave vnry little, effect on me. How‘ve”. I hop? to enjoy Hoover’s era of
r cd feeling when he gnts here. He
• li live over on Belle Isle, on a fine
state, have a private yacht, ’nev’ryhing. I v ill probably see him. but
J doubt very much if he sees me.

APPROPRIATE GIFT SUGGESTIONS
Beautiful Neckties
Kid Gloves and mittens
Imported Grey Mocha Gloves
Buck Gloves
Fur Lined Gloves
Lamb Lined Gloves and Mittens
Belts
Suspenders
(in individual boxes)
Pajamas
Silk, Linen and Cotton Initial
Handkerchiefs
Silk Armlets and Garters
(in fancy boxes)
Cuff Buttons
Scarf Pins
Mufflers

A ve.v phasing Christmas observ
ance was held at The Highlands
school or. the closing day of the fall
term, with a program given by the
ombined schools of Benner Hill and
the Highlands, teachers. Miss .Mar
garet Haskell and Miss Nellie Law
rence, respectively. There were about
Id guests present. At the close xof
he program, gifts were presented
rom a pr< ttily decorated tree, and
tags of candy and popcorn were dis
united among the children. Home
made candies were also sold by the
pupils. The program:
Song. Christmas Day in the Mornng. schools; welcome. Stephen Hamlton: winter song. Carolyn Black
ington: The Old. Old Wish. Kathleen
md Katherine Dean: A Christmas
Suggestion, Susan Hutchinson: A
’hrlstmas Problem. Winslow Hutchnson: Christmas Greeting, Kelsey
Benner: piano solo. At the Ball
lame. Kenneth Morgan: Christmas
Questions. Margaret Hall and Caro
'yn Blackington; A Joke on Pa. Billy
Bicknell. Santa Claus Misjudged.
Teddy Benner: A Hint to Santa
Anna Taylor: exercise by four girls:
Santa Claus. Alice Harper: Old Santa
Claus. Edna Gamage; .Sandy, Luke
Dorr: Alt Unfair Advantage, Earl
Hamilton: A Christmas Wish, Albert
Levensaler; Christmas recitations.
Evelyn Bartlett and Jane Sawyer:
\ Christmas Story. Maude Johnson:
Christmas Eve. Wilbur Dorr: A Let
ter to Santa. Richard Brown: Who
Can Guess?. Alice Harper and Mar
garet Hall; Riding With Santa. Rich
ard Fisher; horn solo. Marion Fernaid: Christmas recitation. Lillian
Pendleton: December. Bernice Har
per: exercise by girls: song. Old
S:Wita. by schools.
* * * *
i
Grace Street. Grade 5—Pupils not
absent or tardy during the fall term
were: Gladys Howard,
Geneva
Hooper, Dorothy Peavey, Dorothy
Thomas.
Edward Pcaslee, Ruth
Frederick
Phelps, Samuel Glover,
Collins. Walter Dimick. Frederick
Haining. Margaret Prilwitz. Miles
Sawyer. Vera Thompson. Nathalie
Wald ion and Dorothy Witham.

Electric Troner—Electricitv does
the wo»'k. you merely guide the pieces
through. Finished in white ducco:
portable: irons in one-third the time,
Price $79.50. Central Maine Power
Company.
146-153
WHEN IN NFW YORK-Remember that von
<•.•01 buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
the home news, at Hotallng's News Agency

3U8 West 40th street.

Linen Collars and Cuffs
House Coats
Bath Robes
Silk I lose, plain and fancy
Lisle Hose
Cashmere Hose, plain and
fancy
Sweaters
Mackinaw Coats,
Soft and Stiff Hats
Girls’ ar.d Boys’ Toques
Hathaway White and Fancy
Shirts
Caps
Night Shirts
lannel Shirts
Overcoats
Suits
i-

148-153

i cip’es. This is the purpose of the j Experiments conducted in tlie va
demonstration farm.”
rious states, have developed many
I "The study of rural electrification uses for electricity on the farm which
Show a Costi problems is now being conducted result not only in greater convenience
| I throughout
’ explained to the farmer, but in a very direct
1\/ C fr
’ irousnout the
the country,
cour
2/2 Agents a( AI;-. Lelan-1. and arc not peculiar to i saving in labor and the cost of hired
! Maine alonehelp.

THREE EYE OPENERS

Electrical Farms
CP

SCHOOL NOTES

Every Other Cay

Christmas Gifts

^trounc 01L BURNER

like an automobile. You

<

L 1

Slightly Uver
Kilowatt Hour

Pointing out the electrical demon- i
stratian farm as an eye opener for ‘
rural Maine. John W. Leland. In
charge of rural electrification work
for Centra! Maine Power Company
told members of the Bast Kennel,ec
Pomona Grange that tlie three elec
3
trical lemenstiation farms in oper
ation in Maine are securing their
electricity ter slightly over 2'i cents
a kilowatt I.our. believed to lie ns
low if not lower for similar service
than almost any oilier section in the
United States.
These faniis are located at West
Winterport (the C. C. Clement poul
try fsTo): nt Auburn, (the Harold
White dairy farm) and nt Topsham,
(tlie Harry Rackley dairy farm).
....

Mr. Lelar.d described how these
costs a' e taken from accurate rec
ords kept 'ey the Maine State Col
lege of Agriculture, computed at the
regular riled rates available to any
user in this territory using similar
amounts cf electric energy. While
reflecting a larger use of electricity
than that consumed by the averag?
farmer, they show the possibilities
open lo farmers who put electricity
to greater work on the farm.
“The practical solution of most of
tlie problems involved in rendering
rural electric service." continued Mr.
Leland, “is to determine whether or
not it is possible for the farmer to
use. with profit to himself, sufficient
amounts o! electric energy so that
the return to the company furnishing
such service may enable it to do so
on generally accepted business prin-

11 '1
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GIFTS
for those who smoke
CIGARS, CIGARETTES, TOBACCO.in Approprial= Wrappings, CIGARETTE CASBS in all the
popular leathers, MUSICAL and JAPANESE CIGARETTE BOXES for your table at home

A Full Line cf the New RUMIDOR-HUM1DORS
And Also a Complete Line of What We Think the
World’s Best
Cigarette and Cigar' Lighter
THE RONSON
for $5.00 and up

Also LIGHTERS at $1.00-$15.00 in Other Mak’a
Also K.\YWOODIE, THREE B, and Many Other
Good Pipes

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT OF CHRISTMAS
CANDY
In Very Attractive Wrappers and Boxes
FOSS, DURAND’S, CYNTHIA SWEETS
SAMOSET

At 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00,
$5.00, $7.50, $10.00

CHILDREN LIKE MILK

FLAVORED WITH

BAKERS
VANILIA
AND SUGAR

Get Your Candy Early While We Have a Large
Assortment To Choose From

402
Main
St.

NOOK’S
WEET
HOP

Rockland,

Maine
151-152

